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1. Prelimmary Remarks

The joint Declaration of the, Government of the United Kingdom (UK)
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and of the Government of the

People&apos;s Republic .of China (PRCY on the Question of Hong Kong of

December 19, 1984 (ratified, on May 27; 1*985)&apos;, providing for the &quot;transfer

of govemanpe&quot;2 of Hong Kong, is an international treaty with

interesting and even unique elements which might.also serve as a model

treaty for other nori-self-governing: territories such as Gibraltar or the

Falkland Islands. According to.the Preamble it was concluded as a &quot;settle-

ment of the question of Hong Kong&quot;, which was considered to be condu-

cive to the &quot;maintenance of the prosperity and stability of Hong. Kong and

to the further strengthening and development of the relations between the

two countries on a new basis&quot;. &apos;According to the British view the agree-
ment &quot;met the needs of the people of Hong Kong&quot;3 providing for the

establishment of a Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) under

Treaty Series No.26 (1985), Cmn4.9543. Thejoint Declaration and Annexes (hereafter
quoted as the Hong Kong Agreement) were initiated on September 26, 1984 and entered into

force on May 27, 1985. A German translation can be found in Europa-Archiv 1984, Folge
22, D 630 ff. An evaluation of this treaty also from a legal point of view is given by: L.W.

Pye, The International Position of Hong Kong, The China Quarterly 1983, p.457 ff.; A.G.
Kiihn, Hongkong -Gegenwart und Zukunft in Fernost, Augenpolitik; vol-36 (1985),
p.438 ff.; M.D. L a n d r y, Commentary, Harvard. international Law journal, vol.26 (1985),
pp.249-263; T.L. T s i ni, Blick auf 1977: iPekings. Strategie in der Hongkong-Frage,
Europa-Archiv 1984, Folge 1, pp.23-30; A. Dicks, Treaty, Grant, Usage.or Suffrance?

Some Legal Aspects of the Status of Hong Kongl The China Quarterly 1983, p.427ff.; on

the military consequences cf. R.N.X a u 1, The Hong Kong Sino-British Accord: An Analy-
sis, Foreign Affairs Reports, vol.34 (1985),.PA ff. There.has been, already before&apos;M3/84, a

* hich had to be included in an ag.reement betweenquite intensiYedebate on, the guarantees W
the UK and China on the question of Hong Kong, cf. G. Kew s h a in, Rethinking Hong
Kong: A Blueprint for the Future, UCLA.Pacific Basic Law Journal, vol.1 (1982), pp.247ff.
(263 f.).

2 L a n d r y, ibid., p.249. Whether a &quot;transfer of sovereignty7 occurred, is a disputed
question (See infra).

Sir-GeoffreyHowe, Secretary of Statefor Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, House
of Commons, 21 January 1985 (HansardIvol.71,.p.733).
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The Legal Status of Hong Kong after 1997 649

Chinese sovereignty as from July 1, 1997, the date on which the lease of the
New TerritorieS4 would end, and for the fifty years following the transfer.
At least during the period5 until 2047 the social and economic system and

even the &quot;life style&quot; of Hong Kong which has become the world&apos;s third

largest financial and gold trading centre6 shall be preserved. The agreement
consists of the text itself (a preamble and eight paragraphs) and of three
Annexes: one on the elaboration by the Government of the PRC of its
basic policy regarding Hong Kong until the year 2047 (Annex 1), a second
on a Sino-British Joint Liaison Group (Annex 11),, and a third on land
leases (Annex III). According to Art.8 of the Joint Declaration, this decla-
ration and its annexes shall be equally binding.
For an evaluation of the consequences it is necessary also to consider the

provisions of the British Hong Kong Act of 19857 together with the forth-

coming Orders in Council mentioned in the Schedule of sect.2 (2) of that
Act. Furthermore, on the very day of the signature of the Joint Declaration
two Memoranda8 related to the status after 1997 of persons who are now

British Dependent Territories Citizens (BDTCs) were exchanged explain-
ing the respective positions of the two governments.
The Joint Declaration fails to mention or to define the legal status of

these Memoranda. In the light of Art.31, sect.2, lit.b, of the Vienna Con-
vention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) they can be looked upon as instru-
ments which form part of the context of the treaty besides the text, the
Preamble and the Annexes and which have to be taken into account for the

interpretation of the treaty9. As a consequence, the Memoranda may
clarify on which point no agreement was reached so that the Joint Declara-

4 In the Second Peking Convention (between Great Britain and China Regarding an

Extension of Hong Kong Territory) of June 9, 1898 (cf. P. Wesley S in i t h, British Depen-
dent Territories: Hong Kong; Constitutions of Dependencies and Special Sovereignties
[1978], p.10) the New Territories (376 square miles of land on the mainland opposite Hong
Kong Island - that is 92 per cent of the whole land area of Hong Kong) were leased for 99

years, a term which will end on June 30, 199Z
5 L a n d r y (note 1), p.250.
6 Cf. L o h r, Peking Ready to Negotiate but Hong Kong is Still Jittery, New York

Times, September 26, 1982 at E 3, col. I (quoted from L a n d r y, p.252).
7 Hong Kong Act 1985 (1985 c.15) of April 4,1985.
8 Cf. The White Paper of the British Government of September 26, 1985, p.31 (United

Kingdom Memorandum), and p.33 (Chinese Memorandum) - with explanatory notes on

p.45 f.
9 As to the relevance of such instruments cf. T.O. E I i a s, The Modem Law of Treaties

(1974), p.75f., and G. Ress, Die Rechtslage Deutschlands nach dem Grundlagenvertrag
vorn 21.Dezernber 1972 (Beitrage zurn auslindischen 6ffentlichen Recht und V61kerrecht,
vol. 71) (1978), p. 121 ff.
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tion and the Annexes themselves cannot. be interpreted in such a way as to

suggest that an agreement was reached.

2. Self-Determ&apos;ination

What is the impact on internationatlaw of this joint Declaration? One of

the first questions, since. it relates to Hong Kong as, a, Crown Colony 10,
would be.: How does this agreement fit into the framework of international

resolutions on decol9nization and to what extent is it in accordance with
the international- publi,;..Iaw rules on, self-determination? It is somewhat

amazin), that the UK which fought for the self7determination of the, Falk-9
land inhabitants&apos; 1 and regards, the: Gibraltarquestion- &apos;largely to be depen-
dent on the will andppinion of the inhabita4ts,of Gibraltar12, concludes an

agreement, according to her own interpretation on the transfQr of

sovereignty and a cession of territory, without, a referendum. Can the joint
Declaration therefore be regarded as a model for specific cases, of decoloni-
zation?, The British Governmentconsidered -the -situation of Ho T g Kong
&quot;of course sut generis&quot; incomparable with aIny other cases where the UK

divests herself of sovereignty over, territory, &quot;In this case we are -entering

10 HongKong is ruled by a Governor who is appointed by-the Crown. The power of the

Governor. is subject to the Letters Patent, to an Royal Instructions (cf. Hong Kong Lettersy
Patent 1917 to 1976, Arts. I and II). He must consult an appointed Ex e c ut i v e C o u n c i

(five-ex officio members and regularly nine other members). For the enactment of laws by the

Governor, the advice and consent of an appointed L e g i s ta t iv e C o unc i 1, the- size. Of

which has steadily increased&apos;since World War 11 members 22, unofficial ones

27) are necessary. Cf. N.. M i n e r s, The Government and Politics of Hong Kong (198 1),
pp.81, 126; L a n d ry. (note&apos;l), p.252.; H o ok, China Quarterly 1983, p.491f.,

The UK voted against Res. of the GA on negotiations on sovereignty:,.&quot;because. it made

no reference to the right of self-determination&quot;: (H.C. Debs., vol.977, Written Answers,
vol.242: Jan*uary 28, 4981), BYIL vol.52 (1981), p.386. Cf. also Denis Healy. in the FI.C.,
January 21, 1985, p.742: in the Falklands _. experience with Hong Kong would prove
of vital importance and set interesting precedents&quot;. Whether.the Falkland case is a&apos;case,of.the
self-determination of this population is doubtful (cf. M.A. S a n c h e z, Self-Determination
and the Falkland Islands Dispute, ColumbiaJournal of Transnational Law, vol.21 [1983],
p.577ff.). On the differences between Hong Kong, the Falklands and Gibraltar in this

respect.cf., S.C. R o y, The Hong Kong Agre*emeiit: An Assessment, China: Report, vol.21

(1985),p.169f.
12 Lisbon Statement of April 10, 1980.(.Parliamentary Papers, H.C. 1980-1, Paper 166 i,

p.4): &quot;The British Government will fully maintain its commitment to honour the freely and
democratically expressed wishes of the people of Gibraltar as set out in the preamble to the

Gibraltar Constitution&quot;. Cf.. also Lord Carrington, Secretary of State for Foreign and Com-

monwealth Affairs, H.C Debs., vol.416, col.766: January 28, 1.981 (BYIL vol.52 [19.81],
p.386).
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into an agreement with another power to terminate sovereignty as from a

certain specific date&quot;13. Does there exist a &quot;people of Hong Kong&quot; as a

subject of-aJdefensive) right to self-determination 14 or is the Hong.Kong
peopie-s right to self-determination only a part of the right to self-determi-
nation.of the,.entire Chinese people15? For those who consider also.the

(defensive) right to self-determination as a rule of Jus cogens the question
might arise whether theJoint Declaration is not null and void in the light
of Art.53 VCLT. Nevertheless it is doubtful whether in the case of Hong
Kong such a (defensive) right to self-determination exists because Hong
Kong has never been a &quot;State&quot; and the UK is under the obligation to

restore at least the New Territories to China in 1997 The British Govern-

ment has also acknowledged that the remaining portion of Hong Kong will
&apos;not.be viable alone&quot;. The Government of the PRC insisted that the settle-

ment of the question of Hong Kong was a matter of Chinese sovereign
right and that, asa consequence, Hong Kong should not be included in the
list. of colonial territories referred to in the-UN General Assembly Declara-

tion:on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
However, even if the situation- of Hong Kong was considered in the light

13 Sir Geoffrey Howe (note 3), p.753. Although the Hong Kong Act is &quot;different from

an independence Act&quot;, similar provisions are necessary.
14 Cf. on these questions the systematic study by D. M u r s w i e k, Offensives und

defensives Selbstbestimmungsrecht. Zum Subjekt des Selbstbestimmungsrechts der Völker,
Der Staat, vol.23 (1984), p.523 ff.

One may argue that the UK was under the duty to restore the New Territories, but Only
within the limits of public international law. If public international law grants to the people
of colonies a right of self-determination on the question whether it should become indepen
dent, or part of the sovereign who has leased the territory or even remain under the

jurisdiction of the lease-holder then one might well query the legality of the whole

agreement. The right of self-determination is considered to be the right of the &quot;people&quot; of a

distinct territorial unity or even of individuals (human right) in the light of Art. 1 sect. 1 of the
UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and of the UN Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights of December 19, 1966. This right is considered as ]us cogens (cf. J.A.
F r ow e i n, Jus Cogens, in: EPIL, Instalment 7 [1984], p.328). If a &quot;unity&quot; as e.g. Berlin is
considered as being a sufficiently objective element to create a right of self-determination of
the population of Berlin or even Berlin (West) (cf. K. D o e h r i n g, Das Selbstbestimmungs-
recht der V61ker als Grundsatz des V61kerrechts [1974], p.44 ff.), it cannot be refused to the

population of colonies like Hong Kong. This is all, the more true if the right of self-
determination.as a human right gives individuals the right to &quot;constitute&quot; a &quot;people&quot; (the
right to be &quot;apart&quot;) and to exercise thereby the most elementary form of self-determination

(cf. W. We n g 1 e r, Das Selbstbestimmungsrecht der Völker als Menschenrecht, in: Vor-

träge, Reden und Berichte aus dem Europa-Institut, No.76 [1986], p.lOff.).
15 This is the view of the Government of the PRC (part 1 of the joint Declaration)

according to which the recovering of the Hong Kong area is the common aspiration &quot;of the
entire Chinese people&quot;.
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of the UN DecolonizationP1514 (XV), the conflict between the

twoprinciplesof self -d-etermination and. territorial integrity
remains obvious. According to para.5 of this Resolution &quot;immediaw. steps
shall be taken, in trust and non-self-governing territories or all other
territories which have not yet attained independence to transfer, a,ll-powers
to the people of those territories, without any, conditions or reservations: in

accordance with their freely expressed Will and..desire But para.6
states that &quot;any attempt aimed:at partial or,total disruption of the
national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with
the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations&quot;. Para.6

was applied to Gibraltar (Res.2353 (XXII)) 16 and it is :obvious that the

argument would also apply to Hong Kong. The point is that the UK
insisted to hold a referendumin Gibraltar and that the General Assembly
of the UN declared this referendum to be in contravention of its Res.2231

(XXI). But the fact remained &quot;that the Gibraltarians had been given an

opportunity to exhibit their aspirations and desires to the view of -the entire

world and that they had done so in an unmistakable fashion&quot; 17.

3. Some Open Questions

There arise some questions in relation to -problems of public in,terna-
tional law for which there exist no read&apos;-made answers. First.question: Isy
this joint Declaration a&apos; kind of, model treaty with respect to so-called

unequal treaties?.It is obvious that the technique altogether of the agree-
ment - declarations on both sides - but a means to rule out different

views on fundamental legal questions such as the validity of the unequal
treaties. At least since 194918 China has ever again asserted that the three

16 &quot;Any colonial situation which partially or completely destroys the national unity and
territorial integrity of a country isincompatible with the&apos;purposes and .principles of the
Charter of the U.N. and specifically with paragraph 6 of GA Res..1514 (XV)&quot;. This argu-
ment has played also some role in the discussion of the Falkland question; cf. J. H o u b e r t,

The Falklands: A Hiccup of DecOlonization, Current Research on Peace and Violence

(1982), p.8: &quot;It is ironic that a Colonial Power is able to usethe very principle of self-

determination, the weapon of the nationalists, to. perpetuate a colonial situation,
17 Howard S. Levie, The.Status of Gibraltar (1983),.p.1111vis interesting to compare

the suggested solution of Levie for the Gibraltar question (p. 117 ff.) with the solution in the

joint Declaration on Hong Kong. On the forms of &quot;participation&quot; of the population of

Hong Kong in treating their own affairs after 1997 cf. Kaul (note 1), p. L. Rayner,
ASEAN and Hong Kong, The Round Table, No.292 (1984), pp.383ff, 388.

18 Cf. D i c k s (note 1) p.427 f.
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treaties with Britain19 are unequal and not binding her. In 1982 the PRC
stated: &quot;Hong Kong is part of Chinese territory. The treaties concerning
the Hong Kong area signed between the British Government and the
Government of the Qing dynasty of China in the past are unequal treaties
which have never been accepted by the Chinese people. The consistent

position of the Government of the PRC has been that China is not bound

by these unequal treaties and that the whole Hong Kong area will be
recovered when conditions are ripe&quot;20. The doctrine ofthe legal invalidity
of unequal treaties has not been g e n e r a I I y accepted as a rule of public
international law2l. It is impossible to classify treaty conditions, in par-
ticular those in peace treaties, according to the equality or inequality in the
bargaining power of the parties and the benefits and burdens created by the

treaty itself. Despite the opposite view of some Chinese and Soviet ju-
ristS,22, there is no such rule in public international law demanding that

19 The Tr e a t y o f N a n k i n g, signed on August 29, 18.42 (ratified on June 1843).
The full text in: Treaties, Conventions etc. between China and Foreign States: China, the
Maritime Customs III Miscellaneous Series, No30, vol.1 (2nd ed. 1971), pp.351-356.
According to Annex III of the Treaty of Nanking, the &quot;Emperor of China cedes to the
Queen of Great Britain the island of Hongkong, to be possessed in perpetuity by the
Britannic Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, and to be governed by such laws and regula-
tions as Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain shall see fit to direct&quot;.

in the first Convention of Peking of October 24, 1860 the Emperor-of China
.agrees to cede that portion of the township of Cowloon, in the Province-of Kwang-tung
of which a lease was granted in perpetuity ...&quot; (text in Customs, vol.1, pp.429-434). The
acquisition of the New Territories (lease for 99 years) took place in the s e c o n d C o n v e n -

tion of Peking ofJune 9,1898 (cf. Dicks [note 1], p.446).
20Quoted in D i c k s, ibid., p.428. Cf. also S.L. K a r a m a n i a n, Legal Aspects of the

Sino-British Draft Agreement on the Future of Hong Kong, Texas International Law
journal, vol.20 (1985), p. 185 f.

21 For a discussion see W. M o r v a y, Unequal Treaties, in: EPIL, Instalment 7 (1984),
p.514 with further references; P. Wesley S m i t h, Unequal Treaty 1898-1997, China, Great
Britain and Hong Kong&apos;s New Territories (1980); H. G. Ta n n e b e r g e r, Das Verhaltnis
der Volksrepublik China zum Völkerrecht - unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der histori-
schen Erfahrungen des Landes mit den sog. ungleichen Verträgen seit dem Frieden von

Nanking (1842) und der eigenen Vertragspraxis gegenüber den sechs asiatischen Staaten
.(Afghanistan, Birma, Ceylon, Indonesien, Nepal, Pakistan) (1974); -A. Verdross/B.
SiMma, Universelles V61kerrecht (3rd ed. 1984), p.479. Cf. also K.A. Greenberg,
Hong Kong&apos;s Future: Can the People&apos;s Republic of China Invalidate the Treaty of Nanking
as an Unequal Treaty&apos;? Fordham. International Law journal, vol.7 (1984), p.534; N e w s -

h a in (note 1), p.253 ff.
22 Cf. the references in H. C h i u, Comparison of the Nationalist and Communist

Chinese Views of Unequal Treaties, in: China&apos;s Practice of International Law (1972),
pp.2397267; A.N. Ta I a I a e v/V.G. B o y r s h i n o v, Unequal Treaties as a Mode of Pro-
longing the Colonial Dependence of the New States of Asia and Africa, Soviet Yearbook of
International Law 1961, pp.156-170 (in Russian with English summary). Further references
in D i c k s (note 1), p.434; L a n d r y (note 1), p.253, and T s o, The Legal Implications of
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there must be a &quot;balanW&apos;. or of treaty obligations for both

sides. Therefore unequal treaties do not:become invalid on account of the

tcunequality&apos; of-rights anid&apos;d ties of the:contracting parties. but on account.U

of the c o n d i t to n s that actually lead to such. material e..g.

coIercion.of A.,,&apos;State.by the threat) or, use of force,, this being admitted- in.

Art.52 of the VCLT23 which. does not, use the term- treaties&quot;. Any
discussion,of the problem along the lines of the VCLT should- keep in mind

that the VCLT does not have a retroactive effect And that in the 19th

century threat - and even war -, was considered a legally admissible instru-

ment of national, policy&amp;. This legaL situation was changed only by theY
Covenant of League of Nati6ns and, in particular, by the, Briand-

24,Kellogg Pact

As. no agreement could be reached &apos;on the question of the invalidity Of

the treaties, the legal technique resorted, to (diverging declarations of each

party in a joint document) did not settle.the dissent which also includes. the
125 In German*y&apos;question whether there is a &quot;transfer of sovereignty at al

the,controversy on the validity of the Munich Agreement of 19 led to

&apos;December 11,497327the Treaty of Prague of. which sealed,the question of

the invalidity, only tinder the present Tieaty&quot; between the Federal Republic
of Germany&apos; and Cuchoslovakia leaving,&apos;e. g.. nationality unaffeCted28. No

agreement was reached, as to. a retroactive nullity:* of the Munich Agree-
ment. The same is true for- the-joint Declaratiom It becomes clear from the

text that for the - PkC. the measures taken by&apos;.the authorities of the Crown

the Sinp-British Treaties Regarding Hong*.Kohg, Loyol4 of Los Angeles, International and

Comparative Law.Annual, vol. 4 (198 1), pp. 11136.
23 If Art.52 of the VCLT had been in force in 1842 or in 1860 two of the three treaties

from whi.ch.-the.Britishclaini to, sovereignty over Hong Kong is derived would have been -

according to Ui c k si ibid., p.435 - null and,.void.
2,4 L a n d r y. (49te&apos;l), p.253. On the question of the, non-retroactiv,e effect of the VCLT

cf. Art.4 VCLT and G r e e n b e. r g. (note. 21)1 p..549; cfl. also L.A C a s t te, The Reversion
of Hong Kong. to China: Legal and, Practical Quqtions, Willamette Law Review, vol.21

(1985), pp.327ff. (330).
25 Landry(&apos;note 1), p,253,note,22.
26 The Four Power Munich Agreement (Hitler, Mussolini, Charhberlain, of

ofSeptember.30, 1938 oq,th cession -om Czechoslovakia to. Germany, 6 ;the -Sudcten,&lt;.fir

territory, initiated,by a German. ultimatum, was communicated the Czechoslovak Gov-

ernment which replied -that it&apos;would comply with..ihe terms,agreed- upon .&quot;without us and

against, our wiI17. Cf. T.,,.S c Lie d e r,. Muniizh.Agreement, in: EPIL, Instalment 3. (1982),
p.285.&apos;

27 Treaty.ofPragu Blumen

w 1 t z, Der Prager Vertrag (1985), with further references.
28 On the consequences of this &apos;*agreed and limited&apos; nullity of the Munich Agreement see

B I u me n w i t z, ibid.,pff.
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Colony are valid and so are the legal rights and attained positions, despite
the argument of the &quot;invalidity&quot; of the three treaties.
Other questions are: Is the joint Declaration a model for the unification

of T 29)alwan with China Is this treaty a kind of model of a &quot;one-country -
two-systems&quot; approach, a kind of &quot;special joint venture&quot; of capitalism and
communism with an international commitment in relation to the internal
structure of this.region? The RoC rejected this prospect and the underlying
idea of &quot;one country, two systems&quot; from the beginning as a &quot;political plot&quot;
of the Chinese CommunistS3.0. Since both Chinese Governments, the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the Government of the
PRC. claim *to be&apos;the,Government of the one and only country, the ques-
tion may arise whether the UK - from a legal point of view and viewed

through,,the eyes of the Government of the RoC - concluded this treaty
with the legitimate Government of China.
What is - from a political point of view - the actual significance of

sovereignty if essential parts of the internal order are, in connection with
the &quot;transfer of sovereignty&quot;, withheld from the disposal of the sovereign?
The practice of international agreements can substantiate by more than one
example. that despite the solemn declaration of sovereignty by one of the

parties full sovereignty was not granted or was not achieved3l. Neverthe-
less from a legal point of view it is fairly likely that the PRC will have full

sovereignty over the entire Hong Kong area as from July 1, 1997, as after
that date &quot;Her Majesty shall no longer have sovereignty or jurisdiction
over any part of Hong Kong&apos;132. For this reason the legal situation cannot

be compared to that where &quot;certain rights and responsibilities&quot; are retained
or preserved in relation to the restoration of &quot;full&quot; sovereignty to the other

party33. If the PRC fails to fulfil the obligations concerning the future
internal,order of Hong Kong,, this would simply be a breach of an interna-
tional treaty such as the joint Declaration, but no interference with the UK&apos;s
internal sphere implying that some sovereignty of the UK is preserved.

29 Cf. Hungdah C h i u, The 1984 Sino-British Agreement on Hong Kong and its Impli-
cations on China&apos;s Unification, Issues and Studies, April 1985, pp. 13 ff., 19 ff.

30 FBIS, China, October 5, 1984, p.5 (quoted by C h i u, ibid., p. 14 note 4).
31 A well known example of such a recognition of &quot;sovereignty&quot; without full legal

substance was the British-Egypt Treaty of August 28, 1936. Cf. W. K e w e n i g, Grenzen
der Souveränität, in: Außenpolitische Perspektiven des westdeutschen Staates. Das Ende des
Provisoriums, vol. 1 (1971), p. 144.

32 Art.1 para.1 of the Hong Kong Act 1985.
33 Cf. Art.2 of the Convention on Relations between the Three Powers and the Federal

Republic of Germany, May 26,1952 (October 23,1954), AJIL vol.49 (1955) Suppl. p.5Z
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What will be the consequences then if the PRC does not comply with

Part 3 of the Joint Declaration concerning the elements of- the basic
policies regarding Hong Kong, especially the:-maintenance of the current

social and economic systems and the guarantee of rights and freedoms

laid down in sect.5 of Part 3? It is obvioug, that this kind of treaty - as

e.g. also the Treaty on the Basis of Relations between the Two-German

StateS34 - leaves hardly any possibility for suspension or termination of

the treaty in case of breach35, nor for &apos;the automatic recovery of

sovereignty (status quo ante) through the UK36.. Executed treaties

(tratt6s ex6cut6s) may be terminated if a material breach of their provi-
sions becomes evident, but this termination does not Change the territo-

rial status nor soverei nty, of the -ceded territ6ry37,&apos;,0n the -other -hand9
neither the PRC nor the UK could refer to a fundamental change of cir-

cumstances after the date of the conclusion.of the treaty in support Of a

termination or suspension of the Hong Kong Agreement. As this is a

territorial treaty which establishes a boundary (Art.62, sect.2, lit. a

VCLT) and a territorial statuS38 until the year ..2047, it is not possible
for the PRC to argue in the future that by reason of a fundamental

change of circumstances (whatever these may be) the clauses of the joint
Declaration, in particular Part 3 related to, the internal structure of the

34 Of December 21, 1972, ILM vol.12 [1973], p.16if.; cf. B. S i m m a, Der Grundvertr.ag
und das Recht der vblkerre.chtlichen Vertrige,,Archiv des.,-,5ffentlichen Rechtsl vol.100

(1975), p.4ff. The situation can be compared with-the recognition of a State by treaty. If the

-State violates provisions of the treaty; the suspension or termination does not revoke the

recognition.
35 Suspension and termination are legally possible if a material breach of the treaty occurs

(cf. E. Klein, Statusvertrige im V61kerrecht,&apos;Rechtsfrag terri Sonderregime
[Beitrige zum auslindischen 6ffentlichen Recht und V61kerrecht, vol.76] [1980], p.254ff.)
but State practice demonstrates that often such a: breach was tolerated, due the factual

situation (Klein, ibid., p.257).
36 Cf

*
Kle n, ibid., p.239 note 220. Even under those circumstances it is doubtful, in

the light of the principle of self-determination whether theUK could ever regain a title for

the recovery of sovereignty over the Crown Colony (except the New Territories).
37 According to Art.70 sect.1 (b) VCLT the termination of a treaty; &quot;does not affect any

right, obligation or legal situation of the parties created through the execution.Qf the treaty

prior to its termination&quot;. E v r i g e n i s pointed out, that the words &quot;.legal situation of the

parties created through the execution of the treaty&quot; applied, to, Any legal situation all the

conditions of which had been fulfilled by the execution of the teeaty,prior to the termination,

and that subsequent non-execution of the treaty did not have the automatic effect of

reversing that situation&quot; (A/CONF.39/1 1, p.447, quoted in K I e i n [note 35], p.302).
38 Whether also for treaties &quot;establishing territorial statits&quot; the application of rebus sic9

stantibus is excluded, is a matter of dispute. The inclusion in. Art.62. sect.2 was rejected
because of the vagueness of the notion &quot;territorial status&quot; (cf. K I e i n, ibid., p.289 ff
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SAR Hong Kong, must be renegotiated or changed in the light of Art.62
39VCLT.

Another question of some importance in this context is whether in the

Hong Kong Agreement there. are any elements of a g u a r a n t e e treaty
under public international law. There are many examples of international

guarantees concerning domestic legal circumstanceS40. The legal history of

Germany reveals e. g. that parts of its internal constitutional structure have
often been regulated and in some way been guaranteed by external pow-
erS41. The Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin of September 3, 1971 may
also be regarded as a kind of collective guarantee of a complicated legal
situation in that City42. Can the Joint Declaration be compared with these

agreements?

4. The Legal Nattire oftheJoint Declaration

Although the document is called a &apos;Declaration&quot; there is no doubt that it
is an international agreement as any other international treaty between
States. The international juridical effect of a treaty does not depend on the

name given to the document43. Nevertheless, the agreement which is com-

posed of different unilateral declarations of the parties and which in sub-
stance is but a promise of each respective party in relation to the, other,
represents a fairly special technique. Irrespective of the fact that it is a joint
declaration and that all declarations in this agreement are connected in a

39 Cf. Wa I d o c k, YILC 1966, vol. I part 1, p.86: &quot;... treaties of that type were intended
to create a stable position. It would be inconsistent with the very nature of those treaties to

make them subject to the rebus sic stantibus rule&quot;. Further references in K I e i n (note 35),
p.292 ff.

40 As to the notion of guarantee, cf. G. R e s s, Guarantee Treaties, M: EPIL, Instalment
7 (1984), p.109 ff.

41 H. S t e i n b e r g e r, Einflüsse der Ostverträge auf Deutschland als Ganzes, in: Finis
Germaniae?* (eds. v. Miinch/Oppermann/St6dter) (1977), p.265; cf. also A.M. d e Z a y as,
Peace Treaty of Westphalia 1648, in: EPIL, Instalment 7 (1984), p.536.

42 Cf. para.4 of the Final Protocol of June 3, 1973, to the Agreement. The three Western
Powers and the Soviet Union undertook &quot;to ensure the observance of the commitments
undertaken on behalf of the, Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic

Republic, respectively&quot;. Cf. H. S c h i e d e rm a 1 r, Der v6lkerrechtliche Status Berlins nach
dem Viertnichte-Abkommen vorn 3. September 1971 (Beitrige zum auslindischen 6ffent-
lichen Recht und V61kerrecht, vol.64) (1975), p. 185 ff.

43 Cf. C h i u (note2 p.14, who cites in this respect Art.4 of the Harvard Research in
International Law. Cf. also K a u I (note 1), p.3; S.L. K a r a m a n i a n, Legal Aspects of the
Sino-British Draft Agreement on the Future of Hong Kong, Texas International Law Jour-
nal, vol.20 (1985), pp.167ff. (181).
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synallagmitic form, this special technique, which has also been resorted to

by the Soviet Union and the three,Western Powers in the Berlin Agreement
of 1971, gives each party the opportunity to reserve its particular legal
opinion in drafting its respective declaration44. ,The reason for this tech-

nique may also be seen in the fact that in the first three parts the unilateral
declarations are to be found, whereasthe substance of the. Declaration, is

only at the disposal of one party (as e. g.. the restoration of Hong Kong to

the PRC through the Government of the UK with effect from July 1,

1997).1
- in this respect the wording of the first two&apos;parts of the joint Declaration
is of some interest. The different legal status Of the three, parts of -Hong
Kong, i. e. the Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the New Territories, is,in

no way mentioned in the declarations. The Island of FlOng Kong and
Kowloon were ceded by China to Great Britain for 111 times in the Treaty
of Nanking and the first Peking Convention, whereas the New Territories

were leased in the second Peking Convention of 1898 for 99&apos;yearsuntil
1997 In Part 1 of the joint Declaration the Government of the PRC

declared that it had decided &quot;to resume the exercise over

Hong Kong, i.e. of all three parts,, effect fromjulY 4, 1997 This
declaration is an expression of the Chinese.view of.-the validity or better:-

invalidity of the unequal treaties of Nanking and Peking46. Although the
UK does not recognize this legal view by its declaration in Part -1, it is

surprising that in the text of the de,claration the VK,refiers to the &quot;restora-
tion&quot; Of Hong Kong to the PRC rather than to a transfer of sovereignty.
The UK has to restore on that date only the New Territories. The use of

one single term in relation to Hong Kong as a whole could be considered as

in some way slightly recognizing the well-f6undedness.9f the PR,C&apos;.s claims
in relation to the so-called unequ41 treaties. However&apos;, in my view it

appears more consistent to interpret this in such a,way that both declara_
tions, Parts I and 11, reflect the underlying. and continued dissent. on the,

44 On this special technique.cf. Schiedermair (note: 42), p.64 ff..
45 Also according to L a n d r y (note 1), p.253, the words &quot;upon resuming the&apos;exercise of

sovereignty&quot; appear to be a diplomatic solution to the problem.of avoiding either the British

or the Chinese position regarding the history and legal status of, Hong Kong. On the

historical background cf. K a r a m a n i a n- (note 169f.;reb 6 r g (note 21),
p.535 f. On the economic situation and effects cf. L. D u n n,,.Hong. Kong after the Sino-

British Declaration, International Affairs, vol.61 (1985), p.197ff.
46 D i c k s (note 1), pp.427 ff., 441 f.
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legal question of whether a real &quot;transfer&quot;47 of sovereignty or only a re-

suming of the exercise of a still existing sovereignty is stipulated48. There
can be no doubt thatwith effect from July 1, 1997 -the sovereignty of
China over the entire Hong Kong area will be restored and, as the British.
Hong Kong Act of 1985 puts it, British sovereignty and jurisdiction over

Hong Kong will be ending. In this respect the Hong Kong-Act is more

precise than the Hong Kong Agreement. It provides for the terrriination of
British sovereignty over ceded parts of Hong Kong and the termination of

47 The word &quot;cession&quot;, which was used in the Nanking Treaty and the first Peking
Convention is, carefully avoided, even if the whole legal procedure can only be interpreted as

being a cession of the Island of Hong Kong and of Kowloon to the PRC. The idea that the
UK renounces unilaterally on the exercise of sovereignty (cf. Art.1 sect. 1 of- the Hong Kong&apos;
Act 1985: &quot;As from .1 st July 1997 Her Majesty shall no longer have sovereignty or jurisdic-
tion over any part of Hong Kong&quot;) thus leaving for a logical second a terra nullius before the
PRC establishes its own sovereignty does not meet the substance of the* procedure because
the UK &quot;restores&quot; the Hong Kong area to the PRC.

48 Nevertheless, the PRC has for all practical purposes not objected to the exercise of
British sovereignty of Hong Kong. The Chinese attitude may therefore be described &quot;as one
of acquiescence&quot; (D i c k s [note 1], p.439). The relationship between Hong Kong and the
UK is of domestic character. The UK has not only concluded treaties and other interna-
tional agreements which apply to Hong Kong. but where Hong Kong as a separate territory
has specifically been mentioned (GATT). The Hong Kong Government, acting with the
consent&quot; of the UK Government directly has concluded not only agreements with foreign

States but also with the Provincial Government of Guangdong (water supply etc.). The
legislation of the PRC for certain fiscal and administrative purposes has treated the boundary
between Hong Kong and China &quot;as an international boundary&quot; (Dicks, ibid.). Air traffic
rights and regulations, rules on the flying of ship flags, legal and judicial acts under the law of
Hong Kong &quot;are recognized in the normal way in China&quot; (Dicks, ibid.). On the other hand
the Chinese legislation has to avoid to refer to Hong Kong as a f o r e i g n c o u n t r y. Dicks,
ibid., p.440, gives an example from the field of monetary law, of particular importance to -the
relationship between China and Hong Kong. The status of the currency issued by or on

behalf of the British administration in Hong Kong has been recognized in Chinese legislation
ever since 1949. At the same time, in China&apos;s foreign exchange control legislation, Hong
Kong as a territory, although &quot;external&quot; to China, is separately mentioned together with
Macao in such a way as to make it clear that it is not a &quot;foreign country&quot;. In other matters,
the PRC has enacted legislation &quot;which appears to be applicable to Hong Kong or is at least
equivocal in this respect&quot;. &quot;The most important example is the Law on Nationality of the
People&apos;s Republic of China, which contains provisions relating to persons born in foreign
countries while making no mention of Hong Kong, leaving it to be inferred, in the light of
the more usual legislative practice, that Hong Kong is to be included into China. If this is
correct, the provision of Art.3, whereby China makes. it clear that dual nationality is not

recognized in relation to any Chinese national, appears to create a direct conflict with the
British law of nationality as it has always been applied in Hong Kong (including the New
Territories)&quot; (Dicks, ibid., p.440f.).
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British jurisdiction over-the whole territory49..,Is this. sovereignty perhaps
limited in so far, as the Government of the:PRC promised in Part 3 of. the

joint Declaration to follow and. implement specific elements. -of basic. policies
in relgion toHong Kong, policies which-.concprn the internatlegal structure

of this area? There is no.evidence in.the Joint&apos;Declaration to the fact that the

UK has retain4parts ofthe sovereignty,over the area of Hong Kong. The

UK has only.an obligatory right againstthe PRCwbuthas waived any further
exercise of sovereignty. Therefore it is doubtful whether the UK could ever

demand the re-restoration of sovereignty, even if the PRC does not comply
with the obligation which it entered in Parts 2 and 3 of theJoint Declaration.
The PRC would argue that even a termination of the agreement would not

imply a. restoration of sovereignty to the UK, as the UK was under all

circumstances bound to restore sovereignty over allpanS of Hong Kong to

the PRC. The UK,:on the othe,r hand would of course argue that this holds
dnot for the other parts of the Hong Kongonly for the&apos;New-Territories an

area and that&apos;-there is no valid argument in interagional public law in favour

of revising the results of so-called unequal treaties.

Therefore theepdingof the UK&apos;s sovereignty: and the resuming of the

exercise of sovereignty. over Hong Kong&apos;by the PRC is definite&apos;and not

limited. T commitments do not. limit sovereignty itself (the legal
&apos;imply are&apos;the expression of the sovereign&apos;s right tocapacity to act), buts.

limit himself (the freedom to act within a State&apos;s capacity).
The technique used in the joint Declaration is not new to an international

lawyer because it, has been resorted to often in the process of decolonization.
W c I verThe characteristic feature in-th-is speciatcase un, er onsideration is howe

that Hong Kong does not become a Inew :independent Statewith some

obligations towards. the, mother- country enshrinedip a treaty of independ-
ence, but that a kind of treaty cession. (or in -the eyes of the Chinese

Government: a tteaty&apos;of resumption of sovereignty) with another State was

concluded. The value of such entrenched clauses as&apos;Part 3 of the joint
Declaration is a rather disputed one.

49 The British osi ion in thepart has&apos;been,quite clear. In September 1982 in connectionP
with the meeting in Peking,. the.-.Prime Minister told thepublic that theUK not yet
c o n c e d e a sovereignty to China&quot;. She-contipued: &quot;There are treaties in existence. We.stick
by our treaties unless we decide on something else. At the Moment we stick by our treaties&quot;

(quoted in D i c k s -[note 1], p.427). On. §,eptember,27, 1?82 the Prime Minister, in Hong
Kong, concluded.: &quot;.But one point about the treaties, I believe they are valid at international

law, and if -countries try to abrogate treaties like that, then it is very serious indeed, because

nif a country will not stand. by one treaty.-it will not sta d by another treaty, and that&apos;s why
you enter into talks...&quot; (Dicks, ibid., p.428).
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5. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)

a) The establishment of the Hong Kong SAR (in accordance with the

provisions of Art.31 of the Constitution of the PRC50) upon resuming the
exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong (i.e. as from July 1, 1997), has to

be interpreted in the light of the maintenance of national unity and territo-
rial integrity (Part 3 of the Joint Declaration). &quot;National unity&quot; means that
there will be no special population or special nation of Hong Kong. For the
PRC the &quot;people of Hong Kong&quot; is part of the &quot;entire Chinese people&quot;
(Part 1 of the Joint Declaration). If the Hong Kong population enjoys
nevertheless a special - legal status, this raises the particular question of

nationality which is dealt with in the two Memoranda and in the British
Hong Kong Act of 1985. The Government of the PRC has declared in its
Memorandum that under the nationality law of the PRC &quot;all Hong Kong
Chinese compatriots, whether they are holders of the &apos;British Dependent
Territories Citizens passport&apos; or not, are Chinese nationals. Nevertheless,
they may use -travel documents issued by the Government of the U.K. for
the purpose of travelling to other states and regions&quot;. The Chinese
Memorandum made it quite clear that these Chinese nationals &quot;will not be
entitled to British consular protection in the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region and other parts of the PRC on account of their
holding of British travet documents&quot;51. On the other hand, the UK
Memorandum (item d) made it clear that those who have obtained or been
included in passports issued by the Government of the UK &quot;will be en-

titled to receive, upon request, British consular services and protection
when in third countries&quot;. Since it becomes clear from the Chinese
Memorandum that the PRC is not a third country in this respeCt52, it Must

50 PRC Constitution (adopted by the Fifth National People&apos;s Congress on December 4,
1982), cf. T. H s i a/K. H a u n/C. j o h n s o n, People&apos;s Republic of China, in: A. Blaustein/
G. Flanz, Constitutions of the World (1983). A German translation is reproduced in China
Aktuell, February 1983, p.121 ff. According to Art.31 of the Constitution of the PRC (ibid.)
the State can, if necessary, establish special administrative regions. The systems in the SAR&apos;s
shall be prescribed by laws enacted by the National People&apos;s Congress in the light of the
specific conditions (cf. also Art.62 para. 13 of the Constitution).

51 White Paper (note 8), p.31 ff. The two Memoranda only relate to physical, not to

juridical persons.
52 Cf. on the question of diplomatic and consular protection in cases of dual nationality

G. R e s s, Diplomatischer Schutz, in: L Seidl-Hohenveldern, Lexikon des Rechts, Völ-
kerrecht (1985), p.54 ff. The principle of effective nationality has been generally recognized
(cf. Merg6 Claim, ILR vol.22 [1955], p.443).

45 Za6RV 46/4
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be concluded that the British Government admitted that in relation to the

PRC the effective nationality of these people is the Chinese .one. Since the

Chinese Memorandum only precludes the British consular protection in

the Hong Kong&apos;SAR and other parts of the PRC it is obvious that the

PRC conceded that the UK will protect these Chinese nationals upon

request in third countries. The respective third country may decide at its

own discretion whether to. admit the consular protection of the UK or of

the PRC in regard to these personS53. Since there. is no.mention of &quot;dip-
lomatic protection&quot;, it is not quite clear whether the same rules apply also

to that kind of protection. It appears that there is no reason in this respect
to differentiate -between diplomatic and consular protection.

b) The. Hong,Kong SAR is incorporated in the &quot;
u p - h o I d i n g o f

t e r r i t o r i a I i n t e g6 t y&quot;. The Hong Kong SAR, therefore, is a part of

the territory of the PRC despite the fact that the history of Hong Kong and

its realities and the special exercise of executive, legislative and. judicial
powers in the&apos;Hong Kong SAR renders it a kind of territory with a special
status. The Hong Kong SAR is not &quot;an internationalized territory&quot;54, nor
are sovereignty and, territorial jurisdiction in the hands,of different States.
The Hong Kong SAR is part of the national territory. of the PRC with

effect from July 1, 1997, though with A s p e c i a I I e g a .1 s t a t u. s according
to the binding effea of the joint Declaration. Although the Hong Kong
SAR is not -an- independent entity under. international, public law, it will

enjoy limited powers to conduct foreign relationS55. These limited powers
have to be. looked upon in the light.of the clause according to which foreign

53 A quite similar question is discussed in relation to those German nationals residing in.
the&apos; .German Democratic Republic and seeking diplomatic protection by the Federal Repub,-
lic of Germany in third countries; cf. R e s s (note 9), p.212 ff. `

s I

54 The notion of &quot;internationalization&quot; is not very clear, cf. R. Wo I f r u in, Die Inter-

nationalisierung staatsfreier Riume (BeitrHge zum auslindischen 6ffentlichen Recht und

V61kerrecht vol.85) (1984), p.10f. Forms of co-imp and condominium have been

qualified as. &quot;internationalization &quot; (cf. U. Nu s s b a u m, Rohstoffgewinnuiig, in der Antark-

tis [1985], p.58f.). *The Hong Kong Agreement establishes neither the one nor the other. The

UK does not continue to exercise t e r r i t o r i a I j u r i s d i c t i o n, but only a limited form of

personal jurisdiction (BDTCs - now BNO).
55 Cf. part 3 sects.9 and 10. According to sect.9, the Hong Kong SAR&apos;may establish

.mutually beneficial&quot; economic relations with the UK and other countries,whose economic

interests in Hong Kong- will be given due regard. It. is obvious that the. PRC Can control the

.mutual benefit&quot; of any &quot;relation&quot; through the chief executive who will be appointed - and

also r e c a I I e d - by the Central People&apos;s. Government. Sect. 10 does not only provide the

capacity to conclude agreements but also.,to issue on its own travel documents for entry into

and exit from Hong Kong (immigration controll &quot;present practice&quot; of entrance regulations
in relation to other parts of China- cf. Annex I Art.XIV). L andry (note 1), p.254,note 26,
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affairs of the SAR in general are under the responsibility of the Central

People&apos;s Goverhment. Nevertheless, under the name of &quot;Hong Kong
China&quot; it has 4 status which is similar -to or even goes beyond that ofStates
within a federal State56: - e. g -the right to conduct its own relations .and

agreem.ents with States, regions and international organizations -in &quot;ap-
propriate&quot; fields including the economic, trade, financial and monetary
areas57, participation in international or

i i and coriferences wh*chganizations
are not limited-to States58. Whether international organizations Will recog-
nize ,these special capacities -of &quot;Hong Kong China&quot; is doubtful, or at least

cannot be automatically derived from the joint Declaration (pacta tertii nec

nocent nec prosunt). The exceptions to the -&quot;moving treaty frontiers rule&quot;

(see below). require acceptance by the other parties. It will depend on a

careful analysis of every international.t,reaty and international organization
whether Hong Kong, -after having changed its legal status from a British
Crown Colony to a Chinese SAR, is able to continue participation or to

maintain its former legal statUS59. It makes a great difference for all parties
of a treaty as&apos;e. g. of GATT whether under British responsibility the treaty
applies to&apos;Hong Kong as a British Crown Colony or under-Chinese,- re-

sponsibility to a Chinese SAR. Meanwhile, in accordance with these regu-
lations, Hong Kong has become on April 23, 1986 a contracting party
under Art.XXVI, 5 (c) GATT, by declaration of the UK. The same day,
the People&apos;s Republic of China notified to the GATT Secretariat that Hong
Kong, shallremain a member of GATT after July 1, 1997 since &quot;the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region will meet the requirements for a cus-

toms territory to be deemed to be a CONTRACTING PARTY as pre-
scribed in GATT Article XXVI, 5 (c), to be deemed to be a contracting

evaluates these powers as being &quot;substantially comparable to those currently enjoyed by
Hong Kong&quot;; cf. also M i n e r s (note 10), p.283.

56 Cf. the respective provisions of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany
(Art.32 Basic Law).

57 Cf. joint Declaration, Part 3 sect.10 Annex I Art.X1. The capacity to maintain

treaty relations shall include &quot;participation in the GATT through which Hong Kong enjoys
most-favored-nation status in-its major markets.&quot; (Landry [note 1], p.254 note 27). Cf.
also Annex I Art.3.

58 Annex I Art.X1.
59 This is true at least for all those treaties implemented in Hong Kong but to which the

PRC is not a party. These treaties &quot;may remain implemented in the SAR&quot; (Annex I Art.X1)
- but this does not only depend on the PRC but also on the decision of the parties to the

treaty. On the renewal or amendment of Air Service Agreements actually in force in Hong
Kong see Annex I Art. IX (renewal only &quot;in principle&quot; and bound to &quot;specific authorisations;
from the Central People&apos;s Government). Cf. Karamanian (note 43) p. 177s.
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party to the General Agreem!entonTariffs and,Trade&quot;60.
The establishment of the Hong, Kong SAR as a part.ofthe basic .*policies.

&quot;will remain for-50 years&quot;.&apos;(Paft 3;,sect.12),, Thexefore in 2047

China will be free from internationally,bindingcommitments in relation to

the internal legal structure.of -that,re6on6l., This situation. may also have its

bearing on the. decision of third, States to grant Hong Kong China the

continuation of treaty relationships-
c) During these 5-0 years the. HongXong. SAR will &quot;enjoy a high degree

of autonomy&quot; (except in foreign-and -defence &apos;affairs which are the respon-
sibilities of the Central Peoples Government) (Part 3, sect.2).The Hong
Kong SAR will have its own executive, legislative and independent judicial
power including that of final adjudication, and ..the laws currently in force
in Hong, Kong will remain basicall. unchanged. Moreover, the current

social and. ecohomic-,systems inEong. Kong will remain unchanged, and.so
will, accord sect.5 of Part 3, &quot;the life style&quot;. The rights. andfreedoms,
and,eve private.. ownership Of enterprises,, legitimate right ofn property,
inheritance and.- foreign investment,, will be, ptotocted by &apos;the law. It is.

obvious, that parts of the Wes-tern &quot;capitalist7 approach.-to indiVidual fun-

darnental rights iind. freedoms:have -been accepted for this: part of. the
Chinese territory by the PRC.

60 Cf. the declaration of the UK in GATT Press Release, April 4, 1986 (GATT/1384) and
the communication from the PR,C in GATT: L/5987, April 24,,1986. The GATTriegulations
have been applied. to Hong Kong by the UK since 1948, and representatives -of -Hong- Kong9
have participated for a long time a&amp;&apos;part of the-British delegation in GATT.meetings. The

procedure under Art.XXVI, 5 (c) GA:n is the. more attractive:as it does not involve any new

negotiations and does not prpsupp a &quot;sovereignty&quot; of Hong Kong. Since the PRC is

negotiating now to &quot;resume&quot; its Istatus as a.,contracting party (the membership of China came
to an end 1950 by declaration of the Chinese Government in Taiwan), and since Portugal
could issue a similar declaration with respect -to Macao, it cannot be excluded that the PRC
will be represented in the near future three times in the GATr, for the procedure according
to Art.XXVI, 5 (c) provides: &quot;If Any of.the custorns territories, in-respect of which a

contracting party has acteptedthis agre*ment.,.pos.sIesses or acquires full autonomy in the
conduct of its external commercial relatiops,and of the other matters provided for in this

agreement, such territory shall, upon sponsorship to- a declaration by, the responsible
contracting party establishing the above-mentioned fact, be deemed to be a contracting
party&quot;. Cf. also infra note 82.

61 L a n d r y (note 1), p.253, advocates that, the capitalist structure of the Hong Kong
SAR will operate &quot;at least.&quot; until June 30, 2,04Z The continuation might be possible, but
there exists until now no. legal obligation for .,the PRC to do so. A continuation of the

capitalist of the Hong Kong SARafter on the-own initiative of the PRC without

any international agreement or conmitment would hardly attract foreign investors in the

same way as before..The-situation would perhaps be different if after 2047 the PRC entered an
international commitment by a unilateral act addressed to the UK or to the GA of the UN.
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For the period of transition until June 30, 1997, the Government of the
UK is responsible for the administration of Hong Kong.&quot;with the object of

maintaining and preserving its economic *prosperity and social stability&quot;
The Government,of the PRC has promised to give its co-operation in this

connection (Part 4 of the Joint Declaration). To ensure &quot;a smooth transfer
of government in 1997&quot;, a Sino Joint Liaison Group is set up
according to Annex II of the Joint Declaration.

6. Some Specific Problems

It is not possible to enter into all details of the interpretation of each of
the clauses of thejoint Declaration,, especially of all sub-sections of,-Part 3
and of Annex 1. of the Declaration. I will deal&apos; only with some basic
problems of,.,the whole arrangementi,

a) Continuation of West-European liberalism?,-

First of all it. is rather unusual for a socialist or communist State to

declare that &quot;the socialist system and_socialist policies shall.-not be prac-
ticed&quot; in a part of its national territory, i.e. &quot;in the Hong Kong SAR and

Hong Kong&apos;s previous capitalist, system and life style shall remain

unchanged for 50 years&quot;. According tolAr&apos;t.l of the Constitution the PRC
is a socialist State &quot;under the people democratic dictatorship&quot;. The social-
ist system is the basis of the PRC anda &quot;

sabotage of the socialist system
&quot;
7 -

by an organization or individual is forbidden. Which guarantee is there for
the legal system of the Hong Kong SAR to preserve its specific West-

European liberal elements?

b) No specific provision for the settlement of disputes

Other international agreements as e.g. the Quadripartite Agreement on

Berlin of 1971 contain clauses on the establishment of special committees
or special procedures for the event of disputes relating to the implementa-
tion of the agreement. It is one of the striking facts that the joint Declara-
tion does not contain any such particular rules for the settlement of dis-

putes or for the establishment of some sort of observatory commission
until the year 2047 The Joint Liaison Group whose main task is to ensure a

smooth transfer of government in 1997 and only at a second stage &quot;the
effective&apos;implementation of this Joint Declaration&quot; (Part 5) shall continue
its work only until January 1, 2000 (Part -8 of Annex 11). Even though the
PRC may have a particular interest in demonstrating that it is not only law-
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abiding and.A, trus.tworth rty -pointernationalagreementS, but. also thaty pa
the Hong.Kong Agr ,.q,,an:slerv treaty for a solution to the

&quot;Questio&apos;n bf Tai, it is,nevei_ eS8 that case of negotiat-

ing asettlement on-a dispute relating, to: the. Application,oMinteIrpretation of

1&amp;4 An.- un, 0 r sitio -This is so-,pothe joint Declaration, the U,K j ,fav u ab
because, despite the lengthy: -cqntp-&apos;nt,.6f: the documents, Declaration
contains certain subtle grey area,.V,r Jn _,-nature,. that &apos;would allow the

-its applicati ithout lit Ily violating the Declaraion w raPRC to manoeuvre

62tion
a ication in the settlement ofThe PRC seems to rejec.t third, party. djudi

-it&quot; ents fromleast in.,tela&apos;tioti. to, -inherited com-minternational disputes, at&apos;

previ6us Chinese -!t&apos;:does;--not.aqi thejurisdiction- of thegovernments.:
r -to -,the validit of theIntemationaf Court! of Justice .4 refuses -.recognize.. .1 y

&apos;9 63Republic of China&apos;s acceptance6f,-..ihi -in- 1 &apos;46 There

fore it Appears highly expedient for&apos;&apos;flie, UK and the*. PRC to agree to the

continued e,x-isten.ce the j.p.in&apos;t. Liaison

Group beyond January 2 0,_O 0. Iliq.questi6nmay,be raised which

specific interest. the PRC. might.hav.,q--in. seei suc a mixed commission

continue.its work, as,it does&quot;n6thaveany P. liga.don..-to do so.&apos; The main

0su&apos; I, interest in dereason is pr mably that the,PXC&apos;,. -asa monstrating its

readiness to fulfil promptlyand stp.ct yalLthe terms of the joint Declaration
7-1 1 61v&apos; States or internationaluntil the year 204Z t is,a so conc [ third&apos;,,
which Hong,, Koft C :&apos;s membership 4s co&apos; ideredorganizations in nsg_

expedient might require, the esiabfishilient&quot;of such. proc:edures&apos;to ensure the

fulfilment of the obligations. t oug:h ong Kong China64. Another reason

with respectmay be that the&apos;establishmont 0 sucIv -a commission especially
dve ut and mato boundary treaties is a common institution&apos;to reso disp&apos; eS65 y

be regarded as an expression of the. obligation Ondexthe Charter of the UN.
hingThe existing regulation is characterized by* a&apos;step-by-step diminis

influence of the UK also with respect.to the.joint Declaration and its

Annexes. Until 1997 there is.the., Sjrid!. Joint Liaison- Group which

has to ensure a &quot;smooth trAnsferi-A-g6vernm,ent&quot; in 1997:(with the regula-
tion in, Part 4 of Annex II which.: providesfor an intensification *of the

62 Chiu.(note29),p.15.
63 Cf. the references by C h iu.
64 Th.e VK perhaps mig4t.not,be iiiiefested in such an arrangement- because she would be

d of guarantor.positi9t).brought in a kin
f Frontiers, in Intetnational Treaties65 Cf. the exarnples in G. R:e s s,&apos;The Deniir&quot;caifion

and Maps, in: National and International, Boundaries; Thesaururn A-croasiumi v6l.14 (1585),&apos;
p.433ff.
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Chinese influence after the first half of the period between the establish-
ment of the joint Liaison Group and July 1, 1997)&apos;06. After that date

during the post-transitory phase the Joint Liaison Group will continue to

work until January 1, 2000. From the expiry of that date until the end of
the 50 years period there is no instrumentallZed. British influence on the

implementation of the joint Declaration.
It becomes obvious (not only from sect. 12 of Part 3 of the Joint Declara-

tion, but also from the regulation in Annex III on land leases) that June 30,
2047 is the date where all obligations relating to the internal structure of

Hong Kong come to an end. After that date the PRC is free to change all
the basic policies set forth in Part3 of the Joint Declaration, even to abolish

Hong Kong as a SAR. Nevertheless the establishment of such a unit with a

specific, though limited foreign relations power may - and probably will -
create international obligations towards third States which may call for a

further transitory period provided that there is no explicit limitation to

the year 2047 of all specific rights and obligations in agreements concluded

by Hong Kong China.

c) The &quot;high degree of autonomy&quot;

Although granting a &quot;high degree of autonomy&quot; is an international

obligation of the PRC67, it has also to be interpreted with a view to

the regulations of the Joint Declaration itself. It has been argued68, that
the joint Declaration itself contains many regulations which may raise
serious doubt concerning the durability and credibility of such autonomy.
The Basic Law of the Hong Kong SAR will be stipulated by the National
People&apos;s Congress of the PRC69. In this NPC of the PRC, Hong Kong
will have only some 40 delegates from a total of 3,400 delegates. The

Standing Committee of the NPC has the power &quot;to interpret statutes&quot;. The

high degree of autonomy therefore does not embrace neither the compe-
tence to legislate nor to interpret the elements of the basic policy contained

66 Within the period up to 1997 para.3 of the Schedule of the Hong Kong Act 1985 allows

Hong Kong to adopt local laws to replace those UK enactments which currently form part
of the law of Hong Kong, e.g. civil aviation and shipping. Hong Kong may make laws

&quot;having extra-territorial operation&quot;, for instance in connection with air piracy and regula-
tions for shipping. In 1997 Hong Kong laws must be &quot;self-contained&quot; (Sir Geoffrey Howe
[note 3], p.740).

67 Part 3 sect.2 joint Declaration.
68 Chiu (note 29), p.1Z
69 joint Declaration, Part 3 sect. 12.
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inthe Basic Law of the Hong Kong SAR. C h i u has concluded that under

such circumstances the so-called &quot;high degree of autonomy&quot; is at the

mercy of the NPC.and thus without credible guarantee70. The term

&apos;autonomy&quot;. does not mean that the Hong Kong SAR, being vested with

executive, legislative andindependent judicial power, including that of

final adjudication, will have the competence of final decisions in. all legisla-
tive matters. This also applies to the laws previously in force in Hong Kong
which will be preserved except those that eventually are contrary to the

Basic LaW71. If they are in contrast to the Basic Law, the Standing Com-
mittee,of the NPC can annul them72. A quite interesting question in this

context is: What are the relationships&apos; between the of the Standing
Committee to interpret the statutes and the competence of the. Hong Kong
courts for final decision? Since there is a commitment of the PRC to regard
final adjudication really as final, there is no supervisory power of the

judiciary. Therefore the Standing Committee cannot annul judicial deci-

sions.
It has been argued that the Standing Committee of the NPC which has

the power &quot;to annul those local regulations or decisions of the organs of

state power of autonomous regions that contravene the constitu-

tion, the statutes or the administrative rules and regulations&quot; has there-

fore also the power to annul laws and regulations of the Hong Kong
legislative. This is true, but on the other hand, the Standing Committee of

the NPC has also to interpret the provisions of the Basic Law (which is not

yet promulgated) in the light of the joint Declaration. The Joint Declara-

tion has incorporated fundamental rights and freedoms according to the

Western liberal approach (separation of State and society instead of their

socialist identity)73. The interpretation. of the Basic Law by the Standing

70 Ibid., p. 1 Z
71 Annex I Art.II para. 1; in Hong Kong various sources of law are in force, e.g. common

law, ordinances, subordinate legislation etc. Cf. P e n I i n g t o n, Law in Hong Kong (1978),
p.14.

72 Cf. C h i u (note 29), p. 18. The Standing Committee can also annul new laws of the

Hong Kong SAR. According to Annex I Art.II para.2 the Hong Kong legislation may on its

own authority enact laws &quot;in accordance -with the provisions of the Basic Law and legal
procedures, and report them to the Standing Committee of the National People&apos;s Congress
for the record. Laws enacted by the legislature which are in accordance with the.Basic Law

and legal procedures shall be regarded as valid&quot;.
On the question of the superiority of final judicial decisions in Hong Kong cf. C as t I e

(note 24), p.340.
73 Cf. Art.XIII of Annex 1. Even the provision of the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
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Committee has to be guided by this conception if the PRC is prepared to

implement Part 3 of the joint Declaration. It cannot be argued that the

Standing Committee can annul all local Hong Kong regulations or deci-
sions of the organs of State power just because they contravene, assessed
formally and in an isolated manner, the Basic Law, any Chinese law or

administrative rules or regulations. The point is that the Standing Com-
mittee itself has to take into account the provisions of the Joint Declara-
tion. The same is true with respect to the power of the PRC&apos;s State Council

(Cabinet) under Art.98 para.14. The State Council can interfere with the

Hong Kong Government&apos;s administrative functions, because it has the

power &quot;to alter or annul inappropriate orders and decisions issued by local

organs of state administration at different levels&quot;74. However, it cannot

interfere on a merely discretionary basis, but only having regard to the

joint Declaration. In my view the expediency and appropriateness of the
decisions and orders are part of the autonomy of the Hong Kong Govern-

ment. The Standing Committee of the NPC has the power to exert a legal
supervision (Rechtsaufsicbt), but not a control of expediency (Facbauf-
sicbt).
The status of the Hong Kong SAR differs in one respect considerably

from the status of a State in a federal country. Art.1 para.3 of Annex I of
the Joint Declaration provides that the &quot;chief executive of the Hong Kong
SAR -shall be selected by election or through consultation held locally and
be appointed. by the Central People&apos;s Government&quot;. This way of selection

gives indeed the Central People&apos;s Government the final decision75. The

high degree of autonomy therefore is rather limited, which becomes clear
from the text of the Joint Declaration and Annex I itself. However, the

change of the status of this special administrative region is not only &quot;an

Rights as applied to Hong Kong shall remain in force (para.4). Cf. the White Paper (note 8),
p.42, on the reservation made by the UK in order to take account of Hong Kong&apos;s particular
conditions. The conclusion that the Basic Law has to be interpreted in the light of the joint
Declaration - and therefore in the light of these guaranties of human rights - cannot be
outweighed by the fact that Art.I1 of Annex I of the Joint Declaration itself refers to the
Basic Law as the governing maxim. This reference does not put the Basic Law on an

independent level; it remains submitted to an interpretation in the light of all the principles
agreed upon between the parties in the joint Declaration. Cf. on this question S.E. F i n e r,

Hong Kong 1997: When the Kissing has to Stop, The Political Quarterly, vol.56 (1985),
pp.262 ff. (264); K a u I (note 1), p.6; C a s t I e (note 24), p.336.

74 C h i u (note 29), p. 18.
75 C h i u, ibid.; cf. F i n e r (note 73), p.265 f.; C a s t I e (note 24), p.338 note 77
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internal affair of China&apos;176 but, since this Status is fixed in the Joint De-

claration and in Annex I, it is an international affair of China

and, as such, part of the- bilateral legal relations between the UK and the

PRC.

d) The military presence of the PR.C

The defence of the Hong Kong SAR is the responsibility of. the Central

People&apos;s Government. Sect. 12 of Annex I provides&apos;that military forces sent

by the Central- People&apos;s Government to be stationed in the Hong Kong
SAR for the purpose of defence shall not interfere,in the internal affairs of

the Hong Kong SAR. Thegarrison of British armed -forces will be with-

drawn upon the transfer of governance77. C h i U78 has compared the de-

velopment of Tibet under the PRC.between 1950 and 1959 with the even-

tual development of Hong Kong. This historical.background may:raise
doubts whether the military forces sent by the Central People&apos;s Govern-

76 C h i u, ibid., p. 19, concludes from an article in the &quot;Pc Daily&quot; that the Special
Administrative Region and the high degree of autonomy are all &quot;special favors&quot;. granted by
the PRC&apos;s central authorities and there is no credible guarantee that it will not be changed in

istrative&apos;appropriate time&quot;. The text in the People&apos;s Daily (Renmin Ribao on Special AdmM
Regions, FBIS.,China, October 2, 1984 p.K 19, cited by Chiuj ibid., pj8f.) may indicate
this conclusion, because, it states: &quot;First of all,, to safeguard China&apos;s sovereignty,. unity, and

territorial integrity is a basic principle we should adhere to in establishing special a.dministra-
tive regions. Our country should be a unified -country. There is only one Chinain the world,
and that is the People&apos;s Republic of China. It exercises sovereignty over its special adminis-
trative regions. Ours is a socialist country with the unitary system. It is not. a. federal

country. The NPC is the supreme power organ of the state, and its permanent body is the
NPC Standing Committee. Both exercise the legislative power of the state. The State Coun-
cil, that is central people&apos;s government, is the executive body of the supreme power organ of
the state and the highest organ of state administration. The special administrative regions are

local administrative regions under the unified central leadership. They are not member
states. The relationship between the special administrative regions.and the central authorities
is one between localities and central authorities. They must exercise their powers within the
limits of their authority&apos;as prescribed by the laws enacted. by the NPC&quot;. Nevertheless, from

a legal point of view, China is bound to observe the specific regulations in:the joint Declara-
tion, and it would be a breach of treaty obligations-if the,NPC would enact laws

contrary to Part 3 of the joint Declaration. These elements are- in any view no &quot;special
favors&quot; but the fulfilment of international obligations. It istruejhat no credible &quot;guarantee&quot;
(or any guarantee at all) in the legal sense of that n,otion, exists. There is no third power,
guaranteeing the fulfilment of the joint Declaration.

77 The costs of the Chinese forces will be borne by the PRC. There is no indication in the

joint Declaration whether Hong Kong&apos;s inhabitants may be required to serve as conscripts
in the People&apos;s Liberation Army.

78 Chiu (note 29), p.19f.
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ment will really abstain from interfering in the internal affairs of the Hong
Kong SAR.

e) The position of the judges and common law

Another remarkable regulation is that although the executive and the
administration should be composed of local inhabitants, this does,not

apply to the judiciary. According to Art.3 of Annex II &quot;the power of final

judgment of the Hong Kong SAR shall be vested in the court of final

appeal in the Hong Kong SAR, which may as required invite judges from
other common law jurisdictions to sit on the court of final appeal&apos;.

This is the replacement of the jurisdiction of the Privy Council, which so

far hasdealt with Hong Kong judicial affairs in the final instance. Up to

rip-tv British common - law was one of the main sources of law in Hong
Kong. It was accepted by the Chinese Government that the courts, &quot;shall
decide cases in accordance with the laws of the Hong Kong SAR and, may
refer to precedents in other common law jurisdictions&quot;. These precedents
in other common law jurisdictions are - according to the legal history of
the Hong Kong area - precedents especially of British courts. The common
law system with its acceptance of the main features of a liberal, capitalist
legal system, the freedom of contract, the freedom to sell and buy, the
freedom to choose labour relations etc., could not be abolished without

abolishing the main features of the &quot;current social and economic system in

Hong,Kong&quot; (sect.5 of Part 3 of the joint Declaration). For the survival of
the system for the next 50 years after 1997 it is therefore vital not to exclude
the participation of judges trained in the application of the common law

system79.

f) International treaties: The &quot;moving treaty frontiers rule&quot;

,It is commonly accepted as a rule of customary international law that

apart from some exceptions territorial changes alter the treaty frontiers;
but the r6gime of already existing treaties is itself not affected. If a territory
undergoes a change of sovereignty for whatever reason, it passes from the

79 The judges will be appointed by the chief executive who will act in accordance with the
recommendation of an independent Commission, composed of local judges, persons from
the legal profession and other eminent persons (Annex I Art.111). The removal of judges is
made rather difficult (cf. L a n d r y [note 1], p.257).
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treaty r6gime of the preceding State to that of -the acquiring onePO. As - H.

Wa I d 6,,c k8l stated the rule on moving treaty frontiers has two aspects:
&quot;The positive aspect is that the treaties of the successor state begin auto

matically to apply in respect of the territory as from the date of the succes-

sion. The negative aspect is that the treaties of the predecessor state, in

turn, cease automatically to apply in respect of the territory&quot;. Therefore it

could normally be expected that treaties concluded by the UK and appli-
cable -in the Hong Kong area would automatically cease to be in force, in,,

this -area as from July4, 1997, which is the date -of,,the --transfer&apos;of govern-
ance, and that all treaties concluded by the PRCwould be extended to

Hong Kong. The moving treaty frontiers rule only provides4or,an excep-
tion in the case of those treaties which are: s p e c i f i c a I I y&apos; I o c a I i z. e d

(e. g. granting fishery or navigation rights on ariver or lakein the&apos; region).
However, the parties to the Joint Declaration excluded, (at 16a2047-.),
some of the consequences from the succession States. The rule an m1oV&quot;
ing. treaty frontiers does not form part&apos;of I.us cogens, which means that

States may agree otherwise. Furthermore, according to,State -practice- and
the prevailing doctrine, the moving treaty frontiers,rute&apos;does -not automati-

cally apply to the acquisition of territorial, sovereignty&apos;... over dependent
.territories. The normal procedure is to settle this problem in the treaties

themselves. This procedure has - been -followed in. the joint Declaration-

(Annex. I, Art.XI, para.2). Nevertheless, third States parties to the treaties
are not obliged automatically to accept new,,parties within-:their treaty
relations. The Joint Declaration uses xather vague 7 formulations, a p p, r o -

p r i a t e a r r a n g e ra e n t s for the application to theHongKong of
international agreements to which the - PRC is not a party) and.,r-efers to the

participation in &quot;an appropriate capacity&quot; of Hong Kong in international
organizations. Since the provisions of Art.X1 of Annex I of the joint
Declaration do not have an effect erga omnes but require acceptance by
third States there is a rather large field for complications and influence9f

82third States inthe future development of Hong Kong

80 E. K I e i n, Treaties, Effects of Territorial Changes, in,:. EPIL, Instalment 7 (1984),
p.473 f.

81 H. Wa I d o c k, Third Report on the Law of Treaties, YILC 1969 Part 11, p.52.
82 E.g. the question of the participation of&quot;.Hong Kong China.&quot; as a contracting party in

the GATT after 1997 deserves some attention. The rule in Art.XXVI, -5 (c) (cf.&apos;.note 60)
clearly differentiates between the &quot;responsible contracting party and, &quot;customs territories&quot;
which acquire full autonomy in the conduct of their externaf. commercial relations. Upon
declaration the latter are deemed &quot;to be a contracting party&quot;. By this declaration the customs

territory acquires the right &quot;de iure and/or de facto, to act on, its own - behalf and to fulfill its
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obligations&quot; (F K. Liebig, Das GATT als Zentruin der internationalen Handelspolitik
[1971], p.51 note 44). The formulation &quot;to be deemed&quot; was chosen in order to clarify that
these customs territories may also be represented by the &quot;responsible contracting party&quot;
apart from a representation on their own rights. The whole procedure according to

Art.XXVI, 5 (c) GATT is based on a relation between a responsible contracting party and a

separate c.ustoms territory possessing full autonomy in the conduct of its external commer-

cial relations. The question remains, whether &quot;Hong Kong China&quot; after 1997 may continue
&apos;to be deemed a contracting party&quot; when the People&apos;s Republic of China itself do,es not

become a member of the GATT (on the question of membership of China cf. GATT
Newsletter/Focus, No.40 [July, August, September 1986], p.6). There can be no doubt that
a government becoming a contracting. party under Art.XXVI, 5 (c) GATT does so on the
terms and conditions previously accepted by the metropolitan government on behalf of the
territory in question. The conditions under which Hong Kong is now to be deemed a

contracting party of ATT are those which previously have been negotiated by the United
Kingdom. The question remains, whether &quot;Hong Kong China&quot; may continue to be deemed
a contracting party after 1997 although it becomes part of the People&apos;s Republic of China. It
is clear, that Art.XXVI, 5 (c) applies also when the customs territories. become an indepen-
dent State (cf. T. K u n u g 1, States Succession in Framework of GATT, AJIL vol.59 [1965],
p.285 note 65). But in the case of &quot;Hong Kong China&quot; the customs territory does not gain
independence but becomes a dependent part of the People&apos;s Republic of China as a Special
Administrative Region. The reason for the doubt, whether under Art.XXVI, 5 (c) GATT
&quot;Hong Kong China&quot; may continue to be deemed a contracting party after 1997 is the fact,
that after that date the responsible government for this territory changes and is not (for the
time being) a contracting party of the GATT. For the other contracting parties of the GATT
it makes quite a difference, whether a British crown colonyl i.e. a territory for which the
United Kingdom is and has been responsible and for which the relevant conditions have been
negotiated, or a territory for which the People&apos;s Republic of China is responsible becomes
automatically a contracting party or is &quot;deemed to be a contracting party&quot; without a new

negotiation of the conditions. The Joint Declaration itself does not have any effect erga
omnes and does- not oblige third States and therefore no contracting party of the GATT to

agree to such a continuation after 1997. It is therefore the question whether in this case, after
1997 Art.XXXIII GATT in connection with the Protocol of Annecy of October 10, 1949 on
the conditions of accession becomes applicable or not. Art.YXXIII reads: &quot;A government
not party to this agreement, or a government acting on behalf of a separate customs territory
possessing full autonomy in the conduct of its external commercial relations and of the other
matters provided for in this agreement, may accede to this agreement, on its own behalf or

on behalf of that territory, on terms to be agreed between such government and the contract-

ing parties. Decisions of a contracting party under this paragraph shall be taken by a two

third majority&quot;. The article starts on the presumption, that a government acting on behalf of
a separate customs territory like the People&apos;s Republic of China for &quot;Hong Kong China&quot;
after 1997 may become a contracting party only for such a separate customs territory. But
there is no such regulation in the whole GATT saying that a separate customs territory,
which does not gain independence, may continue to be deemed a contracting party, when it
changes its dependence from the former &quot;responsible contracting party&quot; to a State, which
itself is not a contracting party of the GATT. Therefore the declaration of the People&apos;s
Republic of China, that &quot;Hong Kong China&quot; will continue to be deemed a contracting part-y
after 1997 refers without any justification to Art.XXVI, 5 (c) GATT. If the GATTSec-
retariat accepted this statement and if all the other contracting parties accepted it in the same
way, it might be considered as fulfilling the conditions of Art.XXXIII GATT, but it is by
way of the procedure under Art.XXXIII GATT, that after 1997 &quot;Hong Kong China&quot; could
remain to be deemed a contracting party.
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7 Questions ofNational,

a) The joint Declaration only regulates the r,ight of abode. in the Hong
Kong SAR83-,but fails to regulate citizenship.: The. right ofabode is vested
in all &quot;Chinese nationals&quot; born in Hong Kong or who have ordinarily
resided there continuously for seven years, and iheitehildren, if of Chinese

p g sevennationality; and in all other er havingresidedin Hon Kon for

years and having taken it as their place of permanent residence and Chil-
dren under 21 years born in Hong: Ko.ng, and, finally, any, other persons
who had the right of abode in Hong Kong before theestablishment of the

SAR84.

b). International law Contains some rules, on the effects
-

of: moVingfron-
tiers on the nationality of the population. Gene:rally-speaking, the popula-
tion loses the nationality of the State who cedes a certain territory and

acquires the nationality of the State who,. r-e.sumes the, &apos;exercise of

sovereignty on this territory85. The acquisition of -the new nationality is a

legal obligation of the successor State because otherwise the population
living on the territory which changes,sOvereignty becomes stateless.

It is,questionable whether under international public law the population
is entitled to opt for retaining the former nationality. This kind of option
has often been, combined with the duty for those wishing retain their

former nationality to leave the territory86. The- regulation in the joint
Declaration and especially in the two Memoranda and the,British Hong
Kong Act of 1985 in relation to nationality is particularly interesting. The
British:Hong Kong Act of 1985, stating that as from july 1, 1997, &quot;Her

Majesty&apos;shall no longer have sovereignty )urisdictilon over an.y part oIf

Hong Kong&quot; (Art. 1, sect. 1) contains a, Schedule which shall affect Specific
matters, such as nationality, which are considered as &quot;consequential on or

connected with&quot; the ending of sovereignty or ji-irisdiction. The regulation

83 Annex I Art.XIV; on the questions of nationality of the Hong Kong populationcf.
Tun-Ri Ch e.n, The Nationality Law of the People&apos;s Republic of China and* the&apos;Overseas

Chinese in Hong Kong, Macao and Southeast Asia, New York Law School journal of

International and Comparative Law, vol.5 (1984), p.281 ff.
84 These persons will obtain permanent identity cards by the.i-SAR. &quot;Passports&quot; of the

Hong Kong SAR are restricted to Chinese nationals who hold permanent, identity cards.

Other.persons lawfully residing in Hong, Kong may receive travel documents. of the Hong
Kong SAR.

85 A.N. M a k a r o v, Staatsangehbrigkeit, in: K. Strupp/H.-J. Schlochauer, Wbrterbuch

des Vblkerrechts, vol.3 (2nd ed. 1962),.p.328.
86 Makarovjbid.
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of.nationality is therefore completely in accordance with general rules of
public international law, regarded as a matter which is consequential on the
transfer of territory. According to Art.2 of the Schedule, the nationality of
the Hong Kong population may be regulated by Order inCouncil, where-

by (a) British Dependent Territories Citizenship cannot be retained or

acquired on or after the relevant date by virtue of a connection with Hong
Kong; and (b) persons who are British Dependent Territories Citizens
(BDTCs) by virtue of any such connection may before that date (orbefore
the end of 1997 if born in that year before the relevant date) acquire a new

form of British nationality the holders of which shall be known as British
Nationals (Overseas) (BNO).

c) The Hong Kong Act of 1985 thus creates a new form of British
nationality. For those parts of the Hong Kong population having now the
British Dependent Territories Citizenship, this kind of citizenship will
automatically end in 1997 These persons &quot;may&quot; before July 1, 199787,
acquire the new form of British nationality. The Order in Council will not

only regulate the procedure (and discretion) of how to acquire the new

British nationality, but also may &quot;require applications in respect of the new
status to be made before such time or times as are specified in the
Order&quot; (Art.2 para.2 of the Schedule). In the Hong Kong (British Nation-

ality) Order 1986 which has been, approved by Parliament and shall come
into operation on July 1, 1987, the Government defined in Art.2 the cases

where a connection with Hong Kong is established. According to Art.4

para.2 of the Order any person who is a British Dependent Territories
Citizen by virtue (wholly or partly) of his having a connection with Hong
Kong and who, but for his having a connection with Hong Kong would
not be such a citizen (cf. Art.3 of the Order), shall be entitled before July
1, 1997 (or before the end of 1997 if born in that year before that date) to be
registered as a British National (Overseas) and to hold or be included in a

passport appropriate to that statuS88.

87 White Paper (note 8), p.31 lit. b. The use of the word &quot;may&quot; rather than &quot;shall&quot; raised
considerable concern in Hong Kong (cf. H.C., January 21, 1985, p.736). The problem has
been solved in the Hong Kong (British Nationality) Order 1986, Art.4 sect.2 (cf. White
Paper on the Draft Hong Kong [British Nationality] Order 1986 [published October 17,
1985]).

88 The connection with Hong Kong is defined in relation to birth or registration of the
person or its parents (father or mother) in Hong Kong, and in the case of registration outside
of Hong Kong, descendance from a person born in Hong Kong or having its residence there,
Crown service under the Government of Hong Kong etc. are relevant. The date of January
1, 1983 is decisive as for registration in Hong Kong. A person born in Hong Kong on or

after January 1, 1983 shall not be taken to have a connection with Hong Kong unless one of
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The rule that no person can retain the former British Dependent
Territories Citizenship by virtue of a connection with Hong Kong may be

regarded -as deriving from the fact that the, transfer of sovereignty is Mi-
nite; there is no intermediate status of mixed sovereignty between 1997 and

2047

The fact that no person born after 1997 in the Hong Kong area can

acquire the new form of British nationality is a clear cutting of the Jus
sanguinis relationship. As the White Paper of October 17, 1985 states, the

status &quot;that Hong Kong BDTCs will be eligible to retain&quot; - i.e. the status

of a British National (Overseas) - &quot;will not be transmissible to any sub-

sequent generation and that only those people who are already BDTCs by
virtue of a connection with Hong Kong on 30 June 1997 may retain it&quot;. It

can be anticipated that after 2047 there will remain only a small number of

persons having the status of British Nationals (Overseas) in Hong Kong.
This is a clear result of the UK Memorandum&apos;s provision that &quot;no person
born on or after 1st July, 1997, will acquire this status of a British Depen-
dent Territories Citizen or of a British National (Overseas)&quot;.

Is this new type of British nationality, i. e. a nationality without con-

tinued connection to Hong Kong and without the right to reside and live in

the UK, a nationality at a1189) The procedure is- a transfer of jurisdiction
over a popiilation of ffiore than 6 million people, the descendants of these

people born after 1997, if they are Chinese nationals will be exclusively
Chinese nationals and not continue to have dual nationality90.

his parents was settled, in Hong Kong or a BDTC by virtue of having a connection with

Hong Kong as specified.
n

The Order regulates inter alia the removal of Hong Kong from the list of dependent
territories. The British Nationality Act 1984 and the British Nationality (Falkland Islands)
Act 1983 are amended and the &quot;British National (Overseas)&quot; is inserted as a new category
besides the BDTCs.

89 The British announcements are somewhat euphemistic. The title &quot;British National

(Overseas)&quot; &quot;makes, clear that we are dealing with a f o r in o f B r i t i s h n a t i o n a I i t y.

Nothing less than that woul&amp;be acceptable in Hong Kong. On the other hand, it is essential

that the title must clearly carry no implication of a continuing constitutional relationship
between Britain and Hong Kong after 1997&quot; (Sir Geoffrey Howe [note 3], p.735). Who is

eligible to acquire the new form of nationality is now regulated in the Hong Kong (British
Nationality) Order 1986. &quot;For technical reasons&quot; it was deemed not possible to rely on the

words &quot;by virtue of a connection with Hong* Kong&quot; in the title of the &quot;new form of British

nationality&quot; (cf. Art.4 para.1 of the Order).,
90 The British Government told Parliament that the Order in Council will include any

measures that are necessary to ensure &quot;that no British national or any child born after 1st

July 1997 to a British national is made stateless as a result of the agreements (H.C. 21st

Jan. 1.985, p. 736)&quot;. They may acquire the British Overseas Citizenship. (continued).
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Will the regulation lead to an exodus of many &quot;Chinese. nationals in

Hong,- Kong, who were previously called British Dependent Territories
Citizens&quot; 91 -and. who can afford. using their travel documents issued by the
UK Government to travel abroad, in particular to the UK? The British
Hong*. Kong Act of 1-985 with its Schedules does not indicate whether by
the new form of citizenship &quot;British Nationals (Overseas)&quot; are entitled
to entry and residence. in the UK. The:title suggests that this will not

-occur and. the British White Paper of September 26, 198592 states that the
new status &quot;will not give them theright to abode in the U.K. which they
do not possess at present, but will carry. benefits similar to those enjoyed
by BDTCs at present including the entitlement to use British passports and
to receive.BritiSh consular servicesand protection in third countries&quot;.

d) These arguments reveal that the Hong Kong BDTCs do not enjoy the

right to opt-when acquiring the new status. They lose their right to live
under British protection in Hong Kong without obtaining the, right to, opt
for a real or effective British nationality. The new form of nationality -is a

form. of &quot;transitional&quot; nationality, valid for the present and the next gener-
ationI..fixed,to their holders and not transferable. Furthermore, it is a

&quot;nationality&quot; with rather weak relationships to the UK93 and it may well
be argued that for diplomatic (and even consular) protection the g e n u i n e

I ink in the sense of the Nottebobm case94 does not exist and therefore a

third State could refuse to accept the UK&apos;s protection. The White Paper

Art.6 of* the Order sets out the provisions for avoiding or reducing statelessness. The
underlying principle is that no one who loses his BDTC status as a result of the Order nor

any child born on or after July 1, 1997 to such a person, should be stateless as a result of the
Joint. Declaration. The principle was extended to the grandchildren of former BDTCs if they
are born stateless (cf. White Paper of October 17,1985 [note 87], p.6f.).

91 Cf. this definition in the Chinese Memorandum, White Paper (note 8).
92 Supra note 8, Explanatory Notes, p.45. Cf. also the questions in the British Parliament

(H.C. 1985, p.736). The same statement is to be found in the White Paper of October 17,
1985 (note 87)i p.2: &quot;Her Majesty&apos;s Government state that all those who on 30 June 1997
are BDTCs by virtue of a connection with Hong Kong will cease to have that status with
effect from 1 July 1997, and will not be possible to acquire BDT citizenship by virtue. of a

connection with Hong Kong on or after I July 199Z But those who will lose BDT citizen-

ship will be eligible to retain an appropriate status (not to be acquired by anyone born on or

after 1 July 1997) which will enable them to continue to use British passports before 1 July
1997 (or up to 31 December 1997 if born in the first six months of that year). Arrangements
will be made for the renewal and replacement of those passports by United Kingdom
Consular Officers, and for the holders of such passports to receive British consular protec-
tion when in third countries&quot;.

93 The only real relationship being the fact of having been formerly a British Dependent
Territories Citizen.

94 I*QJ Reports 1955, p.4.

46 Za6RV46/4
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does not expressly mention, this que&apos;stionable position-,, -buti-tidir6ctly&apos;refers
to it. AcCording:to,the Whit6_.Paper-the UK,Governmenr will do all. they
can to secure for holders of &apos;these British passports the -same aqcess tp,oiher
countries as that enjoyed, at.- presenItby. -of. British -Dependent

&quot;95Territories Citizens passports. -.Jhis. careful Wording third

countries might7 refuse a&amp;e.s&amp;.4o these people. who are,- (thinesej*iatiOnalIs

and will be only more or less - v -ii&apos;t Ify British n.atiotial.s,-. A, was

entitled, if not to 4bide in theUK, afleast to abide and&quot;to s&apos;t&apos; m4y
British Dependent Territory. The British National.(Overseas)will have no

right of abode on British territory at. aII96. The procedure;*- in the
Hong Kong Act and in the Mtmorandum is ..not that of a right -to opt,- a

kindof trans form ationatity, and for;%-U, Hong, Kong
Chinese compatriots&quot; (formulation&apos;9f-the Me.morandum) who.are

Chinese nationals pursuant to the Nationality Law of the.&apos;,-P-RC, this is just
a,procedure to deprive them of theikformer British...,aaIignal-ity.97. The

rather roblematic position&quot;of the..former,BDTCs.,is, reflected in -the n -

ti-p ego
ations, on new. passportsJBN0.passports) -for.--thepopulation of Hon

-

9

Kon&amp; in particular for those persons-VIio are nofethnically.-Chiriese,. but
of other Asian origin. These persons neither Chinese nor &quot;real&quot; British

ill be Id rsnationals, they, are, or W .r-nerelo e of-aBNOpasspo&apos;n,ena-bling
them eventually to obtain at-6ess to other&apos;countries, But &quot;,it: remains doubt-

ful whether, they have a right to...r.&apos;e-enter-Hong Kohgi -Government of
the PRC refuses to recognize thatthete is any indication imthe present
Hong Kong passport ofthe right of residcpo In Hong Korig -If these

persons are not granted. the, 6&amp; of residence-,in Hong Kong and if there. is
Kc r- all, third.cowitrips- will beno legatbasis for extradifion&apos;&apos;.to Hong )ng afte.

95 &apos;Note 8, p.45.
96 Nevertheless, a nationality without &apos;the&apos; basic,rights- of, a, national&apos;is. a contradiction in

itself. Where is &quot;his&quot; country to -which -a BNQhas...the. buma,n- right. to. return. (cf. Art. 13

para.2 of the General -Declaration. of RightS)?.;Where is &quot;his&quot; country in which he

has the right, of access to public functions according- to Art.25 (c)...of the UN Covenant

Civil and Political Rights? The:British.;. Gove.rnnientis responsible at -least, to grant to its

&quot;nationals&quot;, whatever form of nationali6 - th h f iis-urritories-. Thisy -eymay ave,accewtoone.o

problem may not only:be of importance in relation,to the BNOs, but;afsfo fo&apos;third ountries

which want to extradite a BNO
97 Those inhabitants of Hong; Kong being British Dependent Territories Citizens but not

&quot;Chinese Compatriots&quot;, will or can becorn&amp;-BNOs, but&apos;their- dependents will become
stateless if.not falling under the categories ofAr&apos;.6 of the Order (cf. note 90).

98 Cf. Frankfurter Allgemeine,Zeitung, November 7,1985, p.7. The right of residence is

restricted to holders. of permanent identity&apos;Cards of the SAR.(Annex I Art.XIV), and, this fact

may be stated in the &quot;travel doCumentS&quot;&apos;of the SAR.
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even more reluctant to give them- access to their own territory99, be it only
on a temporarily limited basis. The position of non-Chinese people from
Hong-Kong who live abroad - somewhere in South-East Asia - can be even

worse. They could be, as a member of the British Parliament put it, in &quot;a

ghastly limbo of lostness&quot;100. With a view to the fact, however, that China
herself is a multinational country and that free access of, skilled -labour -
even though workers are of other ethnic origin - is a b a s i c p r i n c i p. 1,.e: of
developed .-capitalist&quot; systems (cf. the free movement of workers -in&apos;the

EEC)101, there is no reason why the PRC should not handle,:ihis-rnatter
generously. This could be achieved by giving these persons at least,the
right of residence. International public law could be quotedin

I of
thefact that a transfer of territory automatically implies A -change of natipd
alitY. If this - controversial - rule of general customary international law -is

applied, not only the persons who under the PRCs Nationality Law&apos;,are
considered as Chinese nationals, but a I I former holders of a H o n g
K o n g BDTC passport would have to be considered as Chinese citizens.
This implication might be in contrast with these persons&apos; interests. There-
fore the question remains whether the inhabitants of Hong Kong who are

not Chinese -nationals should not be granted at least a right to opt for an

e f f e c t i v e British nationality. Even if in the past the option of nationality

99 Even if there does not exist an international obligation ofIthird States to recognize&apos;the
BNO passports or to grant access to their holders, some Western governments have declared
their willingness to recognize them. Switzerland has come to an agreement with, Britain to

accept the new Hong Kong Passports and to grant access to their holders (cf. Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, December 26, 1986, p.5).

100 H.C., January 12, 1985, p.739. The Horne Secretary D. Hurd has rejected a plea for
11.500 non-ethnic Chinese citizens of Hong Kong to be granted full British citizenship (cf.
The Times, April 4, 1986). However, he has- given &quot;an amber light&quot; for 270 Hong Kong
veterans of the Second World War to acquire British citizenship or to settle in Britain. The
new British National (Overseas) passport (for 3,5 million Hong Kong Chinese) will carry an

endorsement that the holder does not need a visa or entry certificate to visit Britain.
101 Cf. Art.48 EEC Treaty. On these provisions cf. G. Res s, Free Movement of Per-

sons, Services and Capital, in: Thirty Years of Community Law (ed.: The Commission of
the European Communities, The European Perspectives Series) (1983), p.285ff. However,
the right to free movement under Art.48 EEC Treaty is granted only to British citizens, not

to BDTCs (with some exceptions). Hong Kong is not mentioned in Annex IV to the EEC
Treaty (cf. Art.227 para.3 subpara.2 EEC Treaty). Hong Kong is not part of the,EEC
territory; therefore holders of a &quot;British Passport Hong Kong&quot; are not entitled to the right
of free movement of workers (cf. BayVGH, NJW 1985, p. 1304; E. G r a b I t z, Kommentar
zum EWG-Vertrag, Art.48 marginal note 9 [Randelzhofer]). Cf. also K.R.
S i in m o n d s, The British Nationality Act 1981 and the Definition of the Term &quot;National&quot;
for Community Purposes, CMLR 1984, p.675.
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was not regarded as a generally accepted rule of public international law&apos;02,
it appears at least as a substitute to the right of self-determination, or

better:,as an expression of its, human. rights elements. -that

sovereignty over the population of a territory is transferred, together: with
the territory&apos;without the population&apos;s consent and that the population
cannot obstruct the transfer,, the least,consequence -should &apos;,be to grant them

a right to opt.for.the nationality.of the coUntrywhich iS:transferring the

territory. It is.not.Hong Kong that is transferring, itself.to, the PRC, but, the

UK, and.,therefore it is the UK&apos;s responsibility to grant such a right., The
right of self-determination is rooted inthe concept of human rights. 103 and,

so is the right to option of nationality in. 7.the. case of a transfer of territory,
B e r n h a d-t-w,&apos;rote that toda ,&apos;,s. idea of the human beingmay suggest. ory
even -demand such, -rights (.,.,das:.,.beutige Menschenbild derartigp Rechte

nahelegen oder gar fordern,inag&lt;&lt;)104.

8. Concluding Remarks

a), The Joint Declaration is another: example of a treatyproviding for an

objective territorial r6gime165. The Hong, Kong treaty-r6gime contains a

large number of provisions whiCh,require the consent and recognition.of
third parties. The Joint Declaration does not have. an,effect erga omnes as

such. Only if this arrangement was made &quot;in theIgeneral interest ofthe
international community&quot; and if it is intended to be valid -for parties Other

p gni-than the part.ies concludin&amp;the treaty, it may receive the s ecific reco ni

tion as an, objective status treaty. There are many provisions to be found in.

the Hong Kong agreements which point w the fact,that the new r6gime
should be respected.by th.ird States... Third §t4te&amp; ..rfiay. subject themselves
independently to the order asserted by the parti s of the treaty and may do

so even tacitly in the form of acquiescence or implied recognition. It will

largely .depend on the conduct.of third States whether they accept such a

temporarily limited r6gime or..whether* they insist on certain commitments

on the part of the PRC as to continuation after 2047

b) The status of Hong Kong between 1997 and 2047 as a SAR of the

102 H. H ec k e r, Staatsangeh6rigkeit, in: Lexikon des Rechts/V61kerrecht (1985), p.262;
Mak ,a rovJn6te 85), p.328;.Verdro s.s./S-im in a (note 21), P.78,8 (S 1M).

103 Cf. Art.1 para.1 ofthe International Covenant on Civil and Political, Rights of De-

cernber 19,1966.
104 R. B e *r n h a r d t, Option,. in: Strupp-Schlochauer, W6rterbuch des V61kerrechts,

vol.2, p.663; cf.also K.M. M e e s s e ri, Die Option der Staatsa,ngehbrigkeit (1966).
105 Cf. K I e i n (note 35), p. 191 ff.
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PRC under s p e c 1 a I international law obligations is another example of a

region whose status is internationally fixed in the interest of peaceful
rela between the East and the West&apos;06. It is undeniable that it

serves -a -general interest of this kind. Whether the joint Declaration will
succeed in achieving a feasible solution for the future of Hong Kong &quot;will

ultimately depend in considerable measure on the will and good faith of its

signatories&quot;07. Recent declarations of the PRC concerning elections in

Hong Kong raise doubts as to the PRC&apos;s position and gave rise to some

criticism108. When the British Government received from &quot;Chinese leaders

at the highest level&quot; the &quot;solemn assurances of China&apos;s commitment to full

implementation of the agreement&quot;109 and their &quot;intention to consult Hong
Kong&apos;s opinion on the drafting of the Basic Law on a wide basis - 110, could
it foresee these difficulties? Why did the UK not strengthen the &quot;represen-
tative government&quot; in Hong Kong earlier - or hold a referendum of the

.poeple of Hong Kong&quot;? Isn&apos;t it too late to give support to the representa-
tive government in Hong Kong until M7111 when it is obvio.us,,that the

PRC is not really interested in such a government in Hong Kong. in the 50

years after 1997? &quot;Hong Kong has been &apos;straight jacketed&apos;&quot;112, Was one of
the comments on the PRC&apos;s warnings that the democratic development in&apos;

Hong Kong (election of 24 representatives of the population of Hong
Kong to the Council) deviates from the Joint Declaration. What is the legal
background of the dispute? In 1990 the NPC will enact the Basic Law
which will be in force in the SAR Hong Kong after July 11 1997 Had

Hong Kong a democratically elected representative organ by that time, the

PRC would have to choose between either accepting this Western type of

representative government or curtailing these freedoms and introducing a

106 Cf. the remarks of U. S c h e u n e r on the Question of Berlin and Hong Kong, in:
Das Selbstbestimmungsrecht der Völker als Grundsatz des Völkerrechts (Berichte der
Deutschen Gesellschaft für Völkerrecht, vol.14) (1974), p.61.

107 L a n d ry (note 1), p.263.
108 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, November 7, 1985, p.7: &quot;If the PRC already one

year after the conclusion of the joint Declaration attempts to interpret it in her own way, the

prospects for Hong Kong look rather dark. The result is that the more wealthy Hong Kong
Chinese people continue to establish a second position in western countries&quot;. Cf. also -Die
Welt-, October 10, 1985, p.5.

109 This formula of &quot;full implementation&quot; is well known from the dispute between the
USSR and the three Western Powers on the Berlin Agreement of 1971. The USSR urges the
strict application, the three Western Powers the full- application and implementation.

110 Sir, Geoffrey Howe (note 3), p.734.
111 Sir Geoffrey Howe, ibid., p.741.
112 -Der Spiegel. No.49 (vol.39), December 2,1985, p.146, referring to a commentary in

the &quot;South China Morning Post&quot;.
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more authoritative system and thereby: taking th risk to - discredit itself
in the eyes of, Western States. But as Hong Kong. did not have really
dem6trak.. in.8,titutibns -iffitil_.- September 1985: whereas:.,the: .%apitafist
ccoInIomic - vertheJess, i may, haveand, om-niercial flourished% ne

been the PRCs idea that 1the, &quot;two-systems onp-country.&apos; concept ap-
plied only to the economic, -but. not to the political field113. The joint
Declaration does not:,provide for an autonomous representative type of

government. Onl t &apos;o ong. K6 g SAR
&apos;I- h I e con-y he legislature, f the 11&apos; n s al b

stittited. by elections&quot;. The chief executive aft-d-all principal officials will
be - appointed.-,by the Central -People&apos;s Qovernment (Annex I, Part 1).
Thislfclea.rly indicates the rather limitedrole of democratic institutions in

the Hong Kong $AR114.

Arinex

join,t Declaration of the&apos; Government ofthe VniteO
Ki&quot; Adm -of Great Britam and Northern Jielifid and,the
Goivern.men of the Pe6Pi. R &apos;blic&apos;of*ChiAa- the&apos;e s... epu on.

QuestionofHOng Kong1,

-The Govemment.of the UnitedKingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
and the Gcivernffigot of the people&apos;s Republic of China have. with satis-
faction the friendly: relations existing between the,two, Governments,and,peoples in

recent years and agreed. that a properInegotiated settlement of the fquestion 0

Hong Kong, which is, leftover from theipast, is conducive tothe maintenance of
the prosperityand -stability of Hong Kong and to the further strengthening and

-development of the relations between the two countries on a- new basis. To this

113 According to a Chinese representative on the questiOn.of Hong Kong, Mr. Xu, it

would be &quot;idea] if. both s stems would be in concordance. It would be arniSfortune for

C7hina and the.U. K. if 6ne,of both would-try. to implement its own political system in Hong
Kong&quot; (qtloted in -Der Spiege6, ibid.)i

114 It his. been noted that &quot;on its face&quot;- the Joint Declaration appears to establish an

executive branch predominantly under the NPC influence, a legislative branch responsive to

the demands of the Hong Kong population and a judiciary. with special ties to the UK

inx Declaration doesnot give,(La.nd.ry .[note.1], p.261). - The I any indication. of the
manner in which.- the election wilLbe.c6nducted.: L.1 n d r.y ibid.., p4.262,. rightly concludes
that the method employed &quot;could have crucial. implications,, since the legWature of the Hong
KongISAR will be able to, epact laws on,-its.own authority, without the assent ofthe. chief

lexecutive

Treaty Series No.26 (1985), Cmnd.9543.
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end, they have, after talks between the delegations of the two Governments,
agreed to declare as follows:

1. The Government of the People&apos;s Republic of China declares that to recover

the Hong Kong area (including Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and the New

Territories, hereinafter referred to as. Hong Kong) is the common aspiration of the

entire Chinese people, and that it has decided to resume the exercise of sovereignty
over Hong Kong with effectfrorn 1. July 1997.

2. The, Government of the United Kingdom declares that it will restore Hong
Kong to the People&apos;s Republic of China. with effect from 1 July 1997

3. The Government of the People&apos;s Republic of China declares that the basic

policies of the People&apos;s Republic of China regarding Hong Kong are as follows:*

(1).Upholding national unity and territorial integrity and taking account of the

history of Hong Kong and its realities, the People&apos;s Republic of China has decided

to establish, in accordance with the. provisions, of Article 31 of the Constitution -of

the People,&apos;:s Republic of China, a Hong Kong Special Administrative Region upon

resuming the exercise of sovereignty.over Hong Kong.
..(2),,The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region will be directly under the

authority. of the Central People&apos;s Government of the People&apos;s Republic of China.

The Hong Kong. Special Administrative Region will enjoy a high degree of autgn-

omy.,except in foreign and defence affairs which are the responsibilities of the

Central People&apos;s Government.
(3) The Hong Kong Special Adniinistrative Region will.be vested with execu-

tive, legislative and independent judicial power, including that of final adjudica-
tion. The laws currently in force in Hong Kong will remain basically unchanged.

(4) The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region win be

composed of local inhabitants. The chief executive will be appointed by the. Cen-
tral People&apos;s Government on the basis of the results of elections or consultations to

be held locally. Principal officials will be nominated by the chief executive of the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region -for appointment by the Central Peo-

ple&apos;s Government. Chinese and foreign nationals previously working in the public
and police services in the government departments of Hong Kong may remain in

employment. British and other foreign nationals may also be employed to serve as

advisers or hold certain public posts in government departments of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region.

(5) The current social and economic systems in Hong Kong will remain un-

changed, and so -will the life-style. Rights and freedoms, including those of the

person, of speech, of -the press, of assembly, of association, of travel, of move-

ment, of correspondence, of strike, of choice of occupation, of academic research

and of religious belief will be ensured by law in the Hong Kong Special Adminis-
trative Region. Private property, ownership of enterprises, legitimate right of

inheritance and foreign investment will be protected by law.
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(6) The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region will retain the status of a free

port and a separate customs territory.

(7) The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region will -retain the status of an

international financial centre, and its- markets for foreign exchange,gold, securities

and futures.will Continue. There will be free flow of capital. The Hong Kong dollar
will continue to circulate and rernain freely convertible.

(8) The Hong Kong Special Administrative&apos; Region will.h.a,ve independent fi-

nances. The Central People&apos;s Government will-not levy.taxes&quot;on the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region.

(9) The HonglKong Soecial.Administrative&apos;-Region.m&apos;ay establish mutually be-

neficial economic relations with the United Kingdom ancl other countries, whose

economic interests in Hong Kong will be given due regard.
(10) Using the name of &quot;Hong Kong, China&quot;, the Hong Kong Special Adminis-

trative Region may on its -own maintain and develop economic and cultural rela-

tions and conclude relevant agreements.,with states, regions and relevanvinterna-

tional organisations.
The Government of the Hong Kong. Special Administrative Region may&apos; on its

own issue travel documents for entry into and exit from Hong Kong.
(11) The maintenance of public order -in the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region will be the responsibility -of the Government of the, Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region.

(12) The above-stated basic, Policies. of the People&apos;s Republic of China r6garding

Hong Kong arid the elaboration of them in Annex.I -to this joint Declaration will

be stipulated,. in Basic Law of the Hong. Kong Special Administrative Region of
the People&apos;s Republic of China,.by the,Nat People?s,Congress of the-people&apos;s
Republic of China, and they will remain unchanged for 50-years.,

4. The Government of thetJnited Kingdom and the Government of the People&apos;s
Republic of China&apos;declare that, duringthe transitional eri.od betweenthe date ofP
the entry into force&apos;of thisJoint. Declaration and 30,jun6 4 997, Government Of

the United Kingdom will be responsible the administration,of Hong-Kong with
the object of maintaining arid: preserving its economic. prosperity and. social stabi,
lity; and that theGoveffirrient of. the, People&apos;s Republic of China will give. its co-

operation in this connection
5. The Government of the United Kingdom and the. Government.9f the. People&apos;s

Republic of China declare that, in order to. ensure a smooth transf6k of government
in 199-7, and with a.view to -the effectiv&apos;e:,implementation.of this joint Declaration, a

Sino-British joint Liaison, Group will be set up when this joint Declaration enters

into force; and that it will be established and,,will -function in -accordance with the

provisions of Annex Ilto this joint Declaration.

6. The Government of the UnitedKiogdoni&apos;and. theGovemment of the Peoplel&apos;s
Republic of China declare that land leaws in.,Hong. Kong and other related matters
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will be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of Annex III to this joint
Declaration.

7 The Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of the People&apos;s
Republic of China agree to implement the preceding declarations and the Annexes
to this joint Declaration.

8. This-Joint Declaration is subject to ratification and shall enter into force on

the date of the exchange of instruments of ratification, which shall take place in
Beijing before 30, June 1985. This joint Declaration and its Annexes shall be

equally binding.

Done in duplicate at Beijing on, 19 December 1984 in the English and Chinese

languages, both texts being equally authentic.

For the Government of the United For the Government of the People&apos;s
Kingdom of Great Britain and North- Republic of China

ern Ireland

[Margaret Thatcher] [Zhao Ziyang]

ANNEX I

ELABORATION BY THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE PEOPLE&apos;S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

OF ITS BASIC POLICIES REGARDING HONG KONG

The Government of the People&apos;s Republic of China elaborates the basic policies
of the People&apos;s Republic of China regarding Hong Kong as set out in paragraph 3
of the joint Declaration of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the People&apos;s Republic of
China on the Question of Hong Kong as follows:

The Constitution of the People&apos;s Republic of China stipulates in Article 31 that
the state may establish special administrative regions when necessary. The sys-

tems to be instituted in special administrative regions shall be prescribed by laws
enacted by the National People&apos;s Congress in the light of the specific conditions.&quot;
In accordance with this Article, the People&apos;s Republic of China shall, upon the
resumption of the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong on 1 July 1997, *estab-
lish the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People&apos;s Republic of
China. The National People&apos;s Congress of the People&apos;s Republic of China shall
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enact and promulgate a Basic La*,of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region of the People&apos;s Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the Basic Law)
in accordancewith the Constitution of the People&apos;S Republic -of Cluiria, stipulating
that after the establishment of the Hong Kong Special Adininigrative&apos;Region the

socialist system and socialist policies&apos; shall not be practised-in-the--Hong, Kong
Special Administrative Region.-and that Hong Kong&apos;s-previous capitalist system
and life-style shall remain unchanged foek years.

The Hong Kong Special Administrative. Region shall, be directly under the

authority of the Central People&apos;s, Government of the People&apos;s Republic of China

and shall enjoy a high degree of autonomy. Except for foreign and defenceaffairs

which are. the responsibilities of the Central People&apos;s Government, the Hong Kong
Special. Administrative Region shall be vested- with executive, -legislative and inde-

pendent judicial power, including that&apos;pf.final adjudication. The Central People&apos;s
Government shall authorise the. Hong Kong:, Special -,Administrative Region to

conduct.on its 6*n-those.external affairs specified in Section XI of--ihis Annex.
The government and legislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Re-

gion shall be composed of local inhabitants. The chief, executive,of the,Hoqg Kong
Special Administtative Region*shall be selected by election-.&apos;Or through cons
tions held locally and be appointed by the Central People&apos;s Government. Principal
officials (equivalent to Secretaries) shall be nominated by -thpchief executive of the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, and appointed by., the Central People&apos;s
Government. The legislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
shall be constituted by elections. The executive authorities shall.abide by the law

and shall be accountable to the legislature.
&apos;be government andIn addition to Chinese, English may also, - used in or,

in the courts in the Hong Kong Special Administiative Region.
Apart,from. displaying the national flag and national emblm of the People&apos;s

Republic -of China, the Hong. Kong Special Administrative Region may use a

regional flag and emblem of its own.

After the establishment of the Hong. Kong&apos; Special Administrative Region, the

laws previously in force in Hong Kong (i.e. the common law, rules of equity,
ordinances, subordinate legislation and, customary law). shall be.maintained, save

for any that contravene the Basic, Law arid.subject to any amendment by, the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region legislature.

The legislative power of the Hong. Kong Special. AdrniniStrative-Region shall be

vested in the legislature of the Hong Kong SpecialAdministrative Region. The

legislature may.on its own authority enact laws in accordance.,-with the provisions

of the Basic Lawand,legal procedures, and report theni-to the Standing Committee
of the National People&apos;s Congress for &quot;the record. Laws enacted by the legislature
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which are in accordance with the Basic Law and legal procedures shall be regarded
as valid.
The laws of the Hong Kong.Special Administrative Region shall bethe Basic

Law, and the laws previously in force in Hong Kong and laws enacted by the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region legislature as above.

After the establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, the

judicial system previously practised in Hong Kong shall be maintained except for

those changes consequent upon the vesting in the courts of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of the power of final adjudication.

judicial power in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall be vested

in the courts of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The courts shall

exercise judicial power independently and free from any interference. Members of

the judiciary shall be immune from legal.action in respect of their judicial func-

tions. The courts shall decide cases in accordance with the laws of the Hong Kong
Special.Administrative Region and,may refer to precedents in other common law

jurisdictions.
judges of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region courts shall be

appointed by the chief executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
acting in accordance with the recommendation of an independent commission

composed of local judges, persons from the legal profession and other eminent

persons. judges shall be chosen by reference to their judicial qualities and may be
recruited from other common law jurisdictions. A judge may only be removed for

inability to discharge the functions of his office, or for misbehaviour, by the chief

executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region acting in accordance
with the recommendation of a tribunal appointed by the chief judge of the court of

final appeal, consisting of not fewer than three local judges. Additionally, the

appointment or removal of principal judges (i. e. those of the highest rank) shall be
made by the chief executive with the endorsement of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region legislature and reported to the Standing Committee of the

National People&apos;s Congress for the record. The system of appointment and re-

moval of judicial officers other than judges shall be maintained.
The power of final judgment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

shall be vested in the court of final appeal in the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region, which may as required invite judges from other common law. jurisdictions
to sit on the court of final appeal.
A prosecuting authority of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall

control criminal prosecutions free from any interference.
On the basis of the system previously operating in Hong Kong, the Hong Kong

Special Administrative Region Government shall on its own make provision for
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local lawyers and lawyers from outside the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region to work and practise in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.
The Central Pe&apos;- le&apos;s Government shall assist, or authorise tho Hong KongPp

Special Administrative Region GovernmentIto make appropriate arrangements for

reciprocal juridical assistance with foreign states.

IV

After the establishment of the Hong. Kong Special Administrative Region, pub
lic servants previously serving in Hong Kong in afl: government departments,
including the police department, and members.of -the judiciary may ;III remain, in

employment and continue their service Iwith pay, allowances, benefits and condi-

tions of service, no less favourable than,Oefore The Hong Kong Special Ad&apos;minis&quot;
trative Region Government shall pay to&apos;&apos;Such persons who retire or complete their

contracts, as well as to those who have retired -before 1 July 1997,- or&apos;tb their

dependants, all pensions, gratuities, allowances and benefits due to them on terms

no less favourable than*, before, and irrespective of their -nationality or place, of
residence.

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government may employ Brit-

ish and other foreign nationals previously serving the public service in Hong
Kong, and mayw-recruit British and other foreign nationals holding permanent
identity cards Of the Hong Kong Special, Administrative Region to serve as public
servants at all levels, except as heads of major government departments (corre-
sponding to branches or departments at Secretary level) including the police de-

partment, and as deputy heads of some of those departments. The Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government may.also employ British and other

foreign nationals as advisers to government departments and, when there is a need,
may recruit qualified candidates from outside the Hong Kong Special Administra-
tive Region to professional and technical posts in government departments. The

above shall be employed only in their individual capacities and, like other public
servants, shall be responsible to the:Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
Government.

The appointment and promotion of public servants shall be on the basis of

qualifications, experience and ability. Hong Kong&apos;s previous system of recruit-

ment, employment, assessment, discipline, training.-and management for the public
service (including -special bodies for appointment, pay and conditions of service)
shall, save for any provisions providingprivileged treatment-for f6reign nationals,
be maintaine&amp;
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V

,The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall deal on its own with
financial matters, including disposing of its financial resources and drawing up its

budgets. and its final accounts. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
shall report its budgets and final accounts to.the Central People&apos;s Government for
the record.

The Central People&apos;s Government shall not levy taxes on the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
shall use its financial revenues exclusively for its own purposes and they shall not

be handed over to the Central People&apos;s Government. The systems by which taxa-

tion and public expenditure must be approved by the legislature, and by which
there is accountability to the legislature for all public expenditure, and the system
for auditing public accounts shall be maintained.

VI

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall maintain the capitalist
economic and trade systems previously practised in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government shall decide its&apos; economic and trade

policies on its own. Rights concerning the ownership of property, including those
relating to acquisition, use, disposal, inheritance and compensation for lawful
deprivation (corresponding to the real value of the property concerned, freely
convertible and paid without undue delay) shall continue* to be protected by law.

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall retain the status of a free

port and continue a free trade policy, including the free movement of goods and

capital. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region may on its own maintain
and develop economic and trade relations with all states and regions.
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall be a separate customs

territory. It may participate in relevant international organisations. and interna-
tional trade agreements (including preferential trade arrangements), such as the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and arrangements regarding international
trade in textiles. Export quotas, tariff preferences and other similar arrangements
obtained by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall be enjoyed exclu-

sively by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region shall have authority to issue its own certificates of origin for

products manufactured locally, in accordance with prevailing rules of origin.
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region may, as necessary, establish

official and semi-official economic and trade missions in foreign countries, report-
ing the establishment of such missions to the Central People&apos;s Government for the
record.
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VII

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall retain the status of, an

international financial centre. The monetary and financiatsystems. previously prac-

tised in Hong Kong,&quot; including the systems of regulatioriand, supervision -of deposit
taking institutions and financial markets, shall be maintained.
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region:.Governmept may decide - its

monetary and financial policies. on its own. It shall safeguard the free operation of

financial business and the&apos; fr6e:fIo* of &apos;capital within, into and out of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region. No. exchange control policy shall be applied in the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. Markets for foreign exchange, gold,
securities. and futures shall continue.

The Hong Kong dollar, as the local legal tender, shall continue to circulate and..

remain,freely convertible. The authority to issue&apos;Hpiiig Kong currency shall bevested
in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government. The Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government may authorise designated banks to issue

or continue to issue Hong Kong currency under statutory authority, after satisfying
itself that any issueof currency will be soundly based:and that the, arrangements,for-
such issue are consistent with the object of maintaining the stability of the currency.

HongKongcurrency bearing references inappropriate to.the status ofHongKong as a

Special Administrative Region of the People&apos;s Republic of China shall be progres-

sively replaced and withdrawn from circulation.

The Exchange Fund shall be managed and controlled.by the Hong Kong Special..
Administrative Region Government, primarily for regulating theexchange value of

the Hong Kox% dollar.

VIII

The Hong Kong Special.Administrative Regidn shall maintain Hong Kong&apos;s
previous systems of shipping management and,shipping regulationj including the

system for regulating conditions of&apos;seamen. The specific functions and respon-

sibilities ofthe Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government in the field of

shipping shall be defined.by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Govern-
ment on its own. Private shipping businesses and shippirig-related businesses and

private container terminals in Hong Kong may continue to operatefreely.
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall be authorised by the Cent-

ral People&apos;s Government, to continue to maintain a shi i

er and. issuepping regist

related certificates under its own legislation in the name.of &quot;Hong,Kong, China&apos;.

With the exception of foreign warships, access for which requiresthe permission
.joy access to the ports of theof the Central People&apos;s Government, Ships shall en*

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region in accordance, with the laws. of the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.
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Ix

The Hong Kong Special &apos;Administrative Region shall maintain the status of

Hong Kong as a centre of international and regional aviation. Airlines incorpo-
rated and having their principal place of business in Hong Kong and civil aviation
related businesses may continue to operate. The Hong Kong Special Administra-
tive Region shall continue the previous system of civil aviation management in

Hong Kong, and keep its own aircraft register in accordance with provislo,ns laid
down by the Central People&apos;s Government concerning nationality marks and re-

gis.tration marks of aircraft. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall
be responsible on its own for matters of routine business and technical manage-
ment of civil aviation, including the management of airports, the provision of air
traffic services within the flight information region of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region&apos;, and the discharge of other responsibilities allocated under
the regional air navigation procedures of the International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation.

The Central People&apos;s Government ,shall, in consultation with the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government, make arrangements providing for air
services between the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and other parts of
the People&apos;s Republic of China for airlines incorporated and having their principal
place of business in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and other
airlines of the People&apos;s Republic of China. AllAir Service Agreements providing
for air services between other parts of the People&apos;s Republic of China and other
states and regions with stops at the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and
air services between the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and other
states and regions with stops at other parts of the&apos;People&apos;s Republic of China shall
be concluded by the Central People&apos;s Government. For this purpose, the Central

People&apos;s Government shall take account of the special conditions and economic
interests of the. Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and consult the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region Government. Representatives of the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region Government may participate as members of

delegations of the Government of the People&apos;s Republic of China in air service
consultations with foreign governments concerning arrangements for such ser-
vices.

Acting under specific authorisations from the Central People&apos;s Government, the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government may:
- renew or amend Air Service Agreements and arrangements previously in force;

in principle, all such Agreements and arrangements may be renewed or amended
with the rights contained in such previous Agreements and arrangements being
as far as possible maintained;

- negotiate and conclude new Air Service Agreements providing routes for airlines
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incorporated and having their principal place of busi,ness in the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region and rights for overflights and technical stops; and

negotiate and conclude provisional arrangements,w.here&apos; no Air Service Agree-
ment witha, foreign state or other. region is in force.

All scheduled air services to, from or through the Hong Kong. Special*Adminis-
trative Region which do not operate to,from or through the mainland of China

shall be&apos;regulated by Air Service Agreements or prqy) 41 arrangements referred&apos;kSloq
to in this paragraph.

The Central People&apos;s GovernmenItshall give the Hong Kong Special Adminis-

trative Region Government the authority to:

- negotiate&apos; and conclude with other authorities all arrangements concerning the

implementation of the above Air Service Agreements arid, provisional arrange-.

ments;

g heir principal lace of business
- issue licences to airlines incorporated and havin t p

in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region;
designate such airlines under the above Air Service Agreements and provisional
arrangements; and

issue permits for foreign airlines for services other than those to, from or

through the mainland of China.

X

The Hong Korig Special Administrative Region Aall &apos;maintain the&apos; educational

system previously practised in Hong Kong. The Hong, Kong Special Administra-

tive Region Government shall on its own decide policies in the fields of culture,
educatiop, science and technology, including policies, regarding the educational

system and its administration, the language of instruction, the allocation of funds,
the examination system, the system of academic awards and the recognition of

educational and technological qualifications. Institution of all kinds, including
those run by religious and community organisations, may retain. their, autonomy.
They may continue to .recruit.staff and use teaching material&apos;s from outside the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. Students shall enjo freedom&apos;. of choice

of education and freedom to pursue their education outside the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region.

XL

Subject to the principle that foreign. affairs are the responsibility of the Central.
People&apos;s Government, representatives of the HonIg-Kong Special Administrative
Region Government may participate, as members of delegations of the Govern-

ment of the People&apos;s &apos;Republic of China, in negotiations atthe diplomatic level

directly affecting the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region conducted by the
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Central People&apos;s Government. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
may on its own, using the name &quot;Hong Kong, China&quot;, maintain and develop
relations and conclude and implement agreements with states, regions and relevant
international organisations in the appropriate fields, including the economic, trade,
financial and monetary, shipping, communications, touristic, cultural and sporting
fields. Representatives of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Govern-

ment may participate, as members of delegations of the Government of the Peo-

ple&apos;s Republic of, China, in international organisations or conferences in appropri-
Ate fields limited to states and affecting the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region, or may attend in such other capacity as may be permitted by the Central

PeopWs Government and the organisation or conference concerned, and may

express their views in the name,of &quot;Hong Kong, China&quot;. The Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region may, using the name &quot;Hong Kong, China&quot;, participate in
international organisations and conferences not limited to states.

The application to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of interna-
tional agreements to which the People&apos;s Republic of China is or becomes a party
shall be decided by the Central People&apos;s Government, in accordance with the
circumstances and needs of the Hong. Kong Special Administrative Region, and
after seeking the views of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Govern-

ment. International agreements to which the -People&apos;s Republic of China is not a

party but which are implemented in Hong Kong may remain implemented in the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The Central People&apos;s Government
shall, as necessary, authorise or assist the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region Government to make appropriate arrangements for the application to the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of other relevant international agree-
ments. The Central People&apos;s Government shall take the necessary steps to ensure

that the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall continue to retain its

status in an appropriate capacity in those international organisations of which the

People&apos;s Republic &apos;of China is a member and in which Hong Kong participates in
one capacity or another. The Central People&apos;s Government shall, where necessary,
facilitate&apos;the continued participation of the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region in an appropriate capacity in those international organisations in which

Hong Kong is a participant in one capacity or another, but of which the People&apos;s
Republic of China is not a member.

Foreign consular and other official or semi-official missions may be established
in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region with the approval of tl Central

People&apos;s Government. Consular and other official missions established in Hong
Kong by states which have established formal diplomatic relations with the Peo-

ple&apos;s Republic of China, may be maintained. According to the circumstances of
each case, consular and other official missions of states having no formal diPlo-
matic relations with the People&apos;s Republic of China may either be maintained or

47 Za6RV 46/4
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changed to semi-official missions. States not recognised by the People&apos;s Republic
of China can only establish nbri-governmental. institutions.

The United Kingdom may establish a-Consiilate in the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region.

XII,

The Maintenance of public order in the Hong Ko;ig,, Special Administrative

Region shall be the responsibility of the Hong, Kong Special Administrative Region
Ment. to eGovernment. Military forces sent by the Central People&apos;s Goverrim b

stationed in the Hong Kong.Special AdministrAtive.1 Region for the purpose of

defence shall not interfere in the intern i &apos; Hong Kong SpecialAd-.affa rs

ministrative Region. Expenditure for,these military forcaes: shall. -be.borne. by ithe

Central People s Government.

XIII

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government shall protect the

rights and freedoms of inhabitants &apos;and *other persons in -the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region according&quot;to law.. The Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region Government shall maintain the rights and freedoms.,as provided for- by the
laws previously in force in Hong Kong, including freedom of. the person, of

speech, of the press, of. assembly, of association, to form and join, tra4eunions. of
correspondence, of travel, of movement, of strike, of demonstration, of choice of

occupation, of academic research, of belief,. inviolability of the home, the freedom

to marry and the, right to raise a family freely.
Every person shall have the right to confidential legal advice, access. to the

courts, representation in the courts by lawyers of histhpice, and toobta
remedies. Every, person -shall have the right to challenge the. actions of the executive

in the courts.

Religious organisations and believers may Maintain their relations with religious
organisations and believers elsewhere, and schoo.1s.,,.hospitals and welfare institu&quot;
tions run by religious organisations may be continued. The relaiionsliip-
religious organisaions in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and those

in other parts of the People&apos;s Republic of China shall be based.on the principles of
non-subordination, non-interference Ind mutual respect.

The provisions of the International.Coveon Civil and Political lu-ights and

the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights-as appliedto
Hong Kong shall remain in force..
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x1v

The following categories of persons shall have the right of abode in the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region, and, in accordance with the law of the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region, be qualified to obtain permanent identity
cards issued by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government,
which state their right of abode:
- all Chinese nationals who were born or who have ordinarily resided in Hong
Kong before or after the establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region for a continuous period of 7 years or more, and persons of Chinese

nationality born outside Hong Kong of such Chinese nationals;
- all other persons who have ordinarily resided in Hong Kong before or after the

establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region for a continuous

period of 7 years or more and who have taken Hong Kong as their place of

permanent residence before or after the establishment of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region, and perhaps under 21 years of age who were born of
such persons in Hong Kong before or after the establishment of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region;

- any other persons who had the right of abode only in Hong Kong before the
establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

The Central People&apos;s Government shall authorise the Hong Kong Special Ad-
ministrative Region Government to issue, in accordance with the law, passports of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People&apos;s Republic of China
to all Chinese nationals who hold permanent identity cards of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, and travel documents of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of the People&apos;s Republic of China to all other persons
lawfully residing in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The above

passports and documents shall be valid for all states and regions and shall record
the holder&apos;s right to return to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

For the purpose of travelling to and from the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region, residents of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region may use travel
documents issued by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government,
or by other competent authorities of the People&apos;s Republic of China, or of other
states. Holders of permanent identity cards of the Hong Kong Special Administra-
tive Region may have this fact stated in their travel documents as evidence that the
holders have the right of abode in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

Entry into the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of persons from other

parts of China shall continue to be regulated in accordance with the present prac-
tice.

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government may apply imnii-

gration controls on entry, stay in and departure from the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region by persons from foreign states and regions.
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Unless restrained by law, holders of valid travel documents shall be free to leave

the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region without special authorisation.

The Central People&apos;s Government shall assist or authorise the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government to conclude visa abolition agreements
with states or regions.

ANNEX 11

SINO-BRITISH JOINT LIAISON GROUP

1. In furtherance of their common aim and in order to ensure a smooth transfer

of government in 1997, the Government of the Un Kingdom and the Govern-

ment of the People&apos;s Republic of China have agreed to continue their discussions in

a friendly spirit and to develop the co-operative relationship which.already exists

between the two Governments over Hong Kong with a view to the effective

implementation of the Joint Declaration.

2. In order to meet the. requirements for liaison, consultation and the exchange
of information, the two Governments have agreed to set up a joint Liaison Group.

3*The functions of the Joint Liaison Group shall be:

(a) to conduct consultations on the implementation of the joint Declaration;

(b) to discuss matters relating to the smooth transfer of government in 1997;

(c) to exchange information and conduct consultations on such subjects as may

be agreed by the two sides.

Matters on which there is disagreement in thejqint,.Liai Group shall be

referred to the two Governments for solution through consultations.
4. Matters for consideration during the first. half of the period between the

establishment of the joint Liaison Group and 4 July 1997 shall include:
(a) action to be taken by the two Governments to enable the, Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region to maintain its economic relations. as a separate customs

territory, and in particular to ensure the maintenance of Hong Kong&apos;s participa-
tion in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Multifibre Arrangement
and other international arrangements; and

(b) action to be taken by the two Governments to ensure the continued applica-
tion of international rights and obligations affecting Hong Kong.

5. The two G&apos;overnments have agreed that in the second half of th.e period
between the establishment of the joint Liaison Group and 1 July 1997 there will be

need for closer co-operation, which will therefore be intensified during that

period. Matters for consideration during this Second period shall include:

Ja) procedures to be adopted fOrthp smooth transition in 19197;

(b) action to assist the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region to maintain
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and develop economic and cultural relations and conclude agreements on these
matters with states, regions and relevant international organisations.

6. The joint Liaison Group shall be *an organ for liaison and not an organ of

power. It shall play no part in the administration of Hong Kong or the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region. Nor shall it have any supervisory r6le over that
administration. The members and supporting staff of the joint Liaison Group shall

only conduct activities with the scope of the functions of the Joint Liaison Group.
Z Each side shall designate a senior representative, who shall be of Ambassado-

rial rank, and four other members of the group. Each side may send up to 20

supporting staff.

8. The joint Liaison Group shall be established on the entry into -force of the

Joint Declaration. From 1 July 1988 the Joint Liaison Group shall have its&apos;princi-
pal base in Hong Kong. The joint Liaison Group shall continue its work until
1 January 2000.

9. The joint Liaison Group shall meet in Beijing, London and Hong Kong. It

shall meet at least once in each of the three locations in each year. The venue for
each meeting shall be agreed between the two sid*es.

10. Members of the joint Liaison Group shall enjoy diplomatic privileges and
immunities as appropriate when in the three locations. Proceedings of the joint
Liaison Group shall remain confidential unless otherwise agreed between the two
sides.

11. The joint Liaison Group may by agreement between the two sides decide to

set up specialist sub-groups to deal with particular subjects requiring expert assis-
tance.

12. Meetings of the joint Liais Group and sub-groups may be attended by
experts other than the members of the joint Liaison Group. Each side shall deter-
mine the composition of its delegation to particular meetings of the joint Liaison

Group or sub-group in accordance with the subjects to be discussed and the venue
chosen.

13. The working procedures of the joint Liaison Group shall be discussed and
decided upon by the two sides within the guidelines laid down in this Annex.

ANNEX III

LAND LEASES

The Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of the People&apos;s
Republic of China have agreed that, with effect from the entry into force of the

joint Declaration, land leases in Hong Kong and other related matters shall be
dealt with in accordance with the following provisions:
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1. All leases of land granted orde upon beforethe entry into force of the

joint Declaration and those granted thereafter in-accordance.with paragraph 2 or 3

of this Annex, and which extend beyond .30 june..1997, and all rights in relation to

such leases shall continue to be recognised and protected under the law, of the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.
2. All leases of land granted by the British Hong Kong.Government not con-

taining a right of. renewal that.. expire before 30 June 1997, except&apos;, short term

tenancies and leases for special purposes, may be.extended if the lessee so wishes

for a period expiring not later than 30 June 2047 without payment of an additional

premium. An annual rent shall be charged from the date of extension equivalent to

3 per cent of the rateable value of.the property at that date,. adjusted in step with

any changes in -the rateable value In the case of old schedule lots, village
lots,. small houses and similar rural holdings, where the property was on 30 June
1984 held by, or, in the case of small houses granted after that date, the property is

granted to, a person descended through the male line from a person who was in

1898 a resident of an established village in Hong Kong, the rent shall remain

unchanged so long as the property is held by that person or by One of his lawful

successors in the male line. Where leases of land not having a right of renewal

expire after 30 June 1997, they shall be dealt with in accordance with the relevant

land laws and policies of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.
3. From the entry into force of the joint Declaration until 30 June 1997, new

leases of, land may be granted by the British Hong Kong Government for terms

expiring not later than 30 June 204Z Such leases shall be granted at a premium and

nominal rental until 30 June 1997, after which date they shall not require payment
of an additional premium but an annual rent equivalent to 3 per cent of the rateable

value of the property at that date, adjusted in step with changes in the rateable

value thereafter shall.be charged.
4. The total amount of new land to be granted under paragraph 3 of this Annex

shall be limited to 50 hectares a year (excluding land to be granted to the Hong
Kong Housing Authority for public rental housing) from the entry into force of

the Joint Declaration until 30 June 199Z

5. Modifications of the conditions specified in leases granted by the British

Hong Kong Government may continue to be granted before 1 July 1997 at a

premium equivalent to the difference between the value of the land under the

previous conditions and its value under the modified conditions.
6. From the entry into force of the joint Declaration until 30 June 1997, pre-

mium,income obtained by the British Hong Kong Government from land transac-

tions shall, after deduction of the average cost of land production,, be shared-

equally between the British Hong Kong Government and the future Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region Government. All the income,obtained by the Brit-

ish Hong Kong Government, including the amount.of.the above mentioned de-
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duction, shall be put into the Capital Works Reserve Fund for the financing of land

development and public works in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong Special Adminis-
trative Region Government&apos;s share of the premium income shall be deposited in
banks incorporated in Hong Kong and shall not be drawn on except for the

financing of land development, and public works in Hong Kong in accordance with
the provisions Of paragraph 7(d) of this Annex.

7 A Land Commission. shall be established in Hong Kong immediately upon
the entry into force of the joint Declaration. &apos;the Land Commission shall be

composed of an equal number of offici4ls designated respectively by the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom and the Government of the People&apos;s Republic of
China together with necessary supportiniz staff. The officials of the two sides shall
be responsible to their respective governments. The Land Commission shall be
dissolved on 30 June 199Z

The terms, of reference of the Land Commission shall be:

(a) to conduct consultations on the implementation of this Annex;
(b) to monitor observance of the limit specified in paragraph 4 of this Annex, the

amount &apos;of land granted to the Hong, Kong Housing Authority for public rental

housing, and the division and use of premium income referred to in paragraph 6 of
this Annex;

(c) to consider and decide&apos;On proposals from the British Hong Kong.-Govern-
ment for increasing the limit referred to in paragraph 4 of this Annex;

(d) to examine proposals for drawing on the Hong Kong Special Administrative

Region GovernrInent&apos;s share of premium income referred to in paragraph 6 of this
Annex and to make recommendations to the Chinese side for decision.

Matters on which there is disagreementin the Land Commission shall be refer-
red to -the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of the Peo-

ple&apos;s Republic of China for decision.
8. Specific details regarding the establishment of the Land Commission shall be

finalised&apos;separately by the two sides through consultations.
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